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PERMISSIVE PLANNING: A MACHINE-LEARNING APPROACH

TO PLANNING IN COMPLEX REAL-WORLD DOMAINS

Scott William Bennett, Ph.D.
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 1993
Gerald F DeJong, Advisor

Classical planning techniques have some serious problems when employed in real-world do-

mains. In classical planning, it is assumed we know the current state of the world and can project that

state through a reasonably well-defined set of actions to yield a future state. However, perfect mod-

els of the world and of operators are not possible in most domains. Consequently, discrepancies oc-

cur between the projected future state and the observed future state. In these complex domains, the

success of the plan can never be guaranteed. Furthermore, an important tradeoff exists between the

time spent constructing a plan and its resulting chance of success. Several approaches to these prob-

lems have been investigated, including the use of decision-theoretic methods and the incorporation

of reactivity into planners. We present a new technique called permissive planning. Explicit approx-

imations are employed in representing the world state and operators. Plans are then constructed effi-

ciently using the approximate theory. In response to plan execution failures, plans are refined so they

become less sensitive to the approximate knowledge used in their initial construction. This is

achieved by tuning parameters of the plan so as to minimize the expected future deviation.

Each permissive plan has a target success rate and a degree of confidence desired in that success

rate. We present a formal permissive planning algorithm which can be shown to either produce a

plan with the desired success rate and degree of confidence, if possible, or otherwise to return the

plan falling short of the target but with the best possible success rate. One of the downsides of this is

that many examples are needed to gather the statistical evidence necessary to ensure these claims.

Consequently, we propose an approximation to this algorithm which uses heuristics to determine

how to refine plans and achieves good performance in the real-world domains we have inwestigated.

We demonstrate the technique on the task of grasping of novel laminar objects and on orienting parts

in a tiltable tray.
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1. INTRODUCTION

For many years, planning researchers have worked on developing domain-independent classical

planners. In classical planning, a sequence of actions is found through use of a domain theory, which,

when applied from an initial state, yields a desired goal state. Most classical planners work in highly

simplified domains often called micro-worlds. Such micro-worlds fa-ilitate investigation of impor-

tant planning issues while shielding systems from real-world complexity and uncertainty. However,

even in such limited micro-worlds, it has been difficult to efficiently apply general planning tech-

niques. Furthermore, micro-world plans generally perform very poorly in the real world, because

the highly simplified theory on which they are based does not take into consideration a range of im-

portant factors of the real world. With classical planners, a tradeoff exists between the tractability

of generating plans and the performance of the generated plans in the real world.

It is often possible to use a micro-world theory to find several plans accomplishing the same goal

from the same initial state. While there is no difference in what these plans accomplish with respect

to the micro-world theory, there may be a profound difference in what they accomplish in the real

world beyond the resolution of the micro-world theory. It is therefore reasonable to consider that

some of these plans work better than others with respect to our goals in the real world. Given a failure

of one plan, one should consider another of the alternative plans. This is an especially desirable op-

tion if information from the failure can help to guide us to a better alternative plan. Furthermore,

in this way a plan has been "discovered" which yields good real-world performance without the need

to resort to expensive sensing and reactivity. We call this new approach permissive planning. Per-

missiveness is a measure of niow faithfully a plan's preconditions need to reflect the world in order

to accomplish its goals. One way to increase plan permissiveness is to have the plan continue to

adhere to the micro-world theory while tuning it to increasingly accomplish its goals in the real

world.
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As we discussed above, a given micro-world theory may support several different action sequences 3
which accomplish the same goal from the same initial state. One of these action sequences, each

of which constitutes a different plan for accomplishing the same goal, may include a variety of dis-

crete and continuous ordered parameters. Permissive planning involves tuning those parameters in 5
response to encountered failures. This is done in such a way that the resulting refined plan still ac-

complishes the goal in terms of the micro-world theory. Thus permissive planning explores altema-

tive settings for the parameters within a plan without altering the structure of the plan. Different

action sequences which achieve the same goal are treated as separate plans and are tuned separately. !

If the process is successful, the refined plan is uniformly more permissive than the original, which

it replaces. Thus, through interactions with the world, the system's plan library becomes increasing- i

ly permissive, reflecting a tolerance of the particular discrepancies that the training problems illus-

trate. This, in turn, results in a more reliable projection process. Notice that there is no improvement 3
of the projection process at the level of individual operators. Performance improvement comes at I!
the level of plans whose parameters are adjusted to make them more tolerant of real-world uncertain-

ties in conceptually similar future problems. Adjustment is neither purely analytical nor purely em- 3
pirical. Improvement is achieved through an interaction between background knowledge and empir-

ical evidence derived from the particular real-world problems encountered. !

The notion of permissive planning is not tied to any particular domain. It is a domain-independent 3
notion that is, nonetheless, not universally applicable. There are characteristics of domains, and

problem distributions within domains, that indicate or counter-indicate the use of permissive plan-

ning. Later, the requirements of permissive planning will be made more formal. Here we give an 3
intuitive account of characteristics needed to support permissive planning. An application that does

not respect these characteristics is unlikely to benefit from permissive planning.

3
2 3



For permissive planning to help, internal representations must be reasonable approximations to the

world. By this we mean that there must be some metric for representational faithfulness, and that

along this metric, large deviations of the world from the system's internal representations are less

likely than small deviations.

Next, for a given goal and initial state, some planning choices for the values of discrete and continu-

ous ordered quantities must not be fully constrained. These ordered quantities are called parameters

of the plan. A set of constraints and preferences on parameter values must exist, relating them to

the values of explicitly approximate quantities. These constraints and preferences are tuned, using

information obtained through failures, in order to decrease the likelihood of similar failures.

Lastly, the domain must be one in which failures can be tolerated during the learning phase. A per-

missive planner improves over time, reaching some peak success rate for a given distribution. In

domains where failures are prohibitively expensive, more expensive guaranteed planning ap-

proaches are warranted.'

One of the types of domains in which these requirements are met is in robotic manipulation. Consid-

er a domain in which an overhead automatically controlled gantry arm is used to place and move

boxes in a warehouse as shown in Figure 1.1. Boxes can be picked up and put down from above

and are placed in stacks throughout the warehouse. Using a simple domain theory, a plan is con-

structed to move a box from the top of one stack to a destination stack. This consists of moving the

manipulator from its original position to the top of the box to be moved, gripping the box, lifting

the box to an appropriate height for the move, moving the box to a point above its destination stack.

moving the box down to rest on the top of the stack, and ungripping the box. At the most abstract

level, this is similar to a micro-world domain known as the blocks world where blocks arc moved

from one stack to another stack within a row of stacks. However, our operators for moving and grip-

1. Alternative approaches, particularly in the field of robotic planning. are discussed in Chapter 6.

3
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Figure 1.1. Automated Box-Moving on a Warehouse Floor

ping the boxes are realized with actual numeric positions, opening widths, forces, and so forth. After

all, such values are necessary to command a real-world gantry arm. This also means that our mi- 5
cro-world model for actions in this domain often only partially constrains many of these values. In

transporting a oox from one location to another, the plan must guarantee, in terms of the micro-world 5
model of the state of the warehouse, that no other pile will be knocked over in traversing the space.

That is, the arm must lift the box being moved high enough not to collide with any of the other piles. I
It also has constraints on how high it may lift it due to constraints on the arm itself. Otherwise, 3
heights between the bounds all satisfy the goal of allowing the box to be safely moved. Similarly,

in gripping a box, a specific amount of pressure must be applied to ensure that the box does not slip 5
away and fall to the floor. If too much pressure is applied, the box may be punctured. Clear-

41



ance-height and gripping-force are two of many parameters which play a part in our simple box

moving plan.

It is also important to notice that good settings for these parameters are not easy to obtain without

experience. The system must rely on sensors to indicate the state of the world. An incorrect reading

of the height of a stack may result in a collision. An incorrect estimate of the strength of a box may

result in its being crushed. Also, tradeoffs exist with regard to parameter settings. A plan which

raises the box being moved to an extreme height to avoid hitting others wastes time that could be

better spent moving more boxes. In fact, an excessively slow plan could be just as much of a failure

to the warehouse manager as one which drops a box.

Ordinary classical planning techniques, in using a micro-world theory for plan construction, yield

plans with poor real-world performance. Permissive planning critically relies on a learning phase

where ordinary micro-world plans are tuned to yield improved performance. Therefore, in order

to employ permissive planning, it must be possible to tolerate failures which occur during this learn-

ing phase. Since failures are used for learning, it must be possible to recognize failures and to obtain

information about them. To make this possible, micro-world plans are augmented with a set of sen-

sor expectations for every action in the plan. The sensor expectations for an action define a profile

which the readings of specified sensors must follow during execution of the action. A failure occurs

when the sensor readings do not follow the expected profile. Sensing is used during plan execution

when the permissive planner is seeking to improve plan performance. The sensory information is

being used to detect failures and to serve as a pointer to elements of the plan which need improve-

ment.

In our gantry arm example, a sensor which can detect a collision between the box being carried and

nearby objects would be ideal for detecting failures in traversing the warehouse with a box. One

action of the box-moving plan might be a straight-line move of the arm while carrying the box high

5
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above the floor. A simple expectation for this moving action would be that no collision be registered 3
during the move.

When a failure occurs, the permissive planner produces a set of failure hypotheses. For the permis-

sive planner, each failure hypothesis is rooted in some explicit approximation. An explicit approxi- I
mation is an argument to some atomic formula in the domain theory whose potential values come

from an ordered set of possibilities. That argument is explicitly marked as containing an approxima-

tion to some true, unmeasurable value. For instance, the coordinate values for the location of boxes 3
in our warehouse example are explicitly approximate. Since our sensors are imperfect, they return

explicitly approximate values. In real-world domains, large numbers of explicit approximations

conspire to make the construction of working plans a difficult task. In our example domain, informa- I
tion about the arm location, location of other boxes, size of other boxes, force applied by the arm,

and many other factors are all approximate. Every action in a permissive plan is justified in a support I
structure for that plan. Each failure hypothesis indicates one way in which the supports for the failing

action might not hold due to a bad explicit approximation. For instance, the box collision may have

resulted because the position of the box on the top of a nearby stack was estimated incorrectly. 5
Given a failure hypothesis, the permissive planner generates a tuning hypothesis which describes 3
how some ordered parameter of the plan may be tuned to decrease the chance of the encountered

failure. In the box collision case, this may be as simple as keeping the arm farther from nearby stacks ,

while moving. In the case of a box being crushed while squeezing it, the applied force is decreased.

Naturally, tradeoffs occur. If too little force is applied, the box may be dropped. More complex s
tradeoffs occur in other domains: for instance, in planning a grasp for an object with a complex

shape, a task we will later investigate. I
The permissive planner implements a tuning hypothesis with respect to the failing plan. Should the

tuned plan still fail, more failure and tuning hypotheses are generated. It is possible that the permis-

I



sive planner cannot generate a working plan because of the domain theory it was given. However,

we will show through demonstration in two significant real-world domains, robotic grasping and

part orientation, that with a simple, easily generated theory, permissive planning significantly im-

proves performance of micro-world plans.

In Chapter 2, we present a theory and algorithm for permissive planning. Here we will give precise

definitions for plan parameters and explicit approximations and define the requirements for failure

and tuning hypotheses. The algorithm we present produces a plan with the desired success rate and

confidence (if attainable) by performing a statistical comparison of alternative plan tunings. In

Chapter 3, we give a tractable approximate implementation to the theory and algorithm of Chapter

2. The approximation gains speed and expressive power but lacks the rigorous statistical validation

of the earlier algorithm. Chapters 4 and 5 present implementations and empirical results in a robotic

grasping domain and part orientation domain, respectively. Related work is discussed in Chapter

6. Conclusions and future directions for this work are presented in Chapter 7.



2. A THEORY OF PERMISSIVE PLANNING I

Classical planning techniques make use of a micro-worl, theory to formulate a set of actions to

achieve a goal. However, the micro-world domain theory, as the term micro-world indicates, is but

an approximate description of the way the world really behaves. For planning to be tractable, one

can never escape dealing with approximate theories. The more faithfully one tries to have the do- 5
main theory reflect the true behavior of the world, the less tractable planning becomes. Plans formu-

lated using a micro-world domain theory often fail when carried out in the real world. These failures

occur because of discrepancies between the micro-world theory and the behavior the real world ex- 3
hibits. Unfortunately, these problems have lead many researchers to abandon this classical approach

altogether. Instead, techniques which use little or no classical projection have been advocated such £
as reactive planning, probabilistic models, and neural networks. What is really needed by planning

systems are simple yet effective domain theories for the construction of plans with good real-world

performance. In this chapter, we give a formal presentation of permissive planning which addresses 3
this need. We will define what it means to be a permissive planner and will describe the conditions

which must be met for permissive planning to be used.

2.1. A Model of Real-World Planning 1
To make it easier to describe permissive planning, we will first define a model of real-world plan- I
ning. Let a generalized plan consist of a goal specification and an operator sequence designed to 3
achieve the goal. The goal specification is a partial state description and its inclusion with our gener-

alized plan represents a departure from traditional plan definitions. Operators in the general plan's

operator sequence may include variables in their spccification. For the operators to be carried out

in the world, these variables must all be assigned values. We will use the notation GPI wher cV

is a vector of values V I ...Vm to indicate a general plan GP whose operator sequence has bccn instan- 3
I
I



tiated under substitution {VI/PVI,V 2/PV2, .... VU/PVI} 2 where PV1...PVm are the m variables of

the plan's operator sequence. 3 Let project(GP I , s) be the projected state which results from apply-

ing the operator sequence of plan GPf1 7 to state s. Let A(s) denote the (unknowable) actual state

setfor any state s sensed by the system. 4 Let actual(GPfý, S) be the actual set of states which results

from applying plan GPIj to the actual states in state set S. The notation Goal(GP) will be used to

refer to the set of states given in the goal specification associated with plan GP. Now we can define

three important sets: the first gives the states and variable values where general plan GP is projected

to achieve the goal; the second gives the states and variable values where general plan GP actually

achieves the goal in the real world, and the third gives the states and variable values where general

plan GP is both projected to and actually achieves the goal.5

Definition 2.1: MGpPojected is the set:

< Si t s V,S3f> I (sfm- project(GP~j7 s,)) A (sf EE Goal(GP))}

Definition 2.2: MGpA,Uc, aI is the set:

1<si,S Vf> (sf- project(GP1j, si)) A (actual(GPI;,A(si)) 9 Goal(GP)) }

2. The notation used is that of Nilsson [Nilsson8O, p. 141].

3. More generally, we can take vector V to be a set of planning commitments made by the planner in formulating a
fully specified action sequence. Such commitments made by planners normally include variable assignments, ccxlesig-
nation constraints, and ordering constraints. We will be addressing fixed sequences and thus will not be discussing or-
dering constraints. We also will not address disjunctive sets of codesignations (these could be represented by separate
generalized plans). Any nondisjunctive set of codesignations can be realized by renaming variables in the general ized
plan. This work therefore focuses on the remaining planning commitment: variable assignment.

4. This is a set because there may be more than one real-world state which is labelled ias the same state by a system's
sensors.

5. The final state sf in each of the tuples in these definitions is always the projected final state not the actual final state.
In these definitions, it is also assumed that any action sequence can be attempted from any initial state.

1 9
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Definition 2.3: MGPJdeai is the set: I
{ xI xE- (MGP.projectd flMcuvictua)}

MGpJdeal will always be a (possibly improper) subset of MGPpojecIed because MGPjdeal adds the I
constraint that the actual resulting state satisfy the goal. Ideally, a planning system will only choose 3
to apply a plan GP with the initial state and variable assignments from an element of MGpJdeaI. In

this way, real-world achievement of the goal always results when the plan is applied. However, the I
actual mapping actual(GP I ,A(si)) (from Definition 2.2) and thus the set MGPjdeal are not known

to the planner. The set MG? Ideal must be learned from feedback the planner obtains in applying

plans in the real world. When the planning system starts out, it has no real-world experience. It must I
rely totally on plans derived from its theory of the domain. For a plan GP, the best information the

planner has is that if the initial state and variable values are an element of MGpProj , cId, the plan

will accomplish the goal. Of course, in real-world execution of the plan, errors in sensing the initial 3
state, accurately controlling the actions, and shortcomings in the theory itself may cause the plan

to fail. Through the experience of each failure, it is useful to identify some subset of the elements

of MGP.Pojfctd which, in fact, lead to real-world failures. In future applications of the plan, the plan-

ner should avoid choosing such variable valuations given by these failing elements. I
2.2. The Plan Variable Space

Let Srjp be a space where each point corresponds to a fully determined version of plan GP. That 3
is, the initial state to which the plan is applied is determined as is the action sequence and the final

state predicted to result. The projected region of S-p is the set of points in S0 p which correspond 3
with fully determined plans which are projected to achieve the goal. That is, there is a one-to-one

correspondence between points in the projected region and elements of the set M(;pProjcctcd . One 3
I
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set of points in the projected region corresponds with the set of fully determined plans which will

never succeed in the real world. Another set of points in that region corresponds with the set of fully

determined plans which will always succeed in the real world (i.e., those which have a one-to-one

correspondence with elements of the set MGpjdea I).

A permissive planner seeks to find a description of the points at which the plan will succeed. The

planner has a target probability of success and coverage (TPSC) as well as a desired confidence in

that figure. By probability of success we mean the probability that the plan will succeed once it has

been selected for application. By coverage we mean the probability that the plan will be selected

for application from an initial state described in the projected region. Both factors are important for

permissive planning. It is not very useful to have a plan which always works but seldom applies nor

is it useful to have a plan which always applies but seldom works. For this reason, permissive plan-

ning seeks a combination of probability of success and coverage.

In this chapter, we will first define the vocabulary for descriptions of point sets in S0 p. Then, we

will define a set of transformations which may be used to refine the descriptions. We will then de-

scribe a permissive planning algorithm which will either achieve the TPSC or will give the best prob-

ability of success and coverage short of the TPSC. This is accomplished through a statistically rigor-

ous parallel evaluation of competing transformations.

2.3. The Vocabulary of Descriptions in Scp

For each plan, a permissive planner seeks to achieve the plan's goal with the TPSC. It accomplishes

this by identifying, if possible, some set of points in the projected region of Sop where, by applying

the plan, it will achieve this objective. We call such a set of points a target region. The projected

region and target regions are described by a set of 2n constraints in S~p where n is the number of

dimensions in Stp. Each constraint takes the form of an axis-aligned hyperplanar inequality (e.g.,

11
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Figure 2.1. Four Conjunctive Constraints in a 2D SGp I
it describes a half-space of Srp). Any set of constraints is taken as the conjunction of their respective

axis-aligned hyperplanar inequalities. Figure 2.1 illustrates an example of four constraints in a 3
two-dimensional SGp with dimensions X and Y. The four constraints describe points inside a rectan-

gle whose sides are parallel to the X and Y axes. The four inequalities are XŽ3, X._5, YŽ_I, and Y<5. i

2.4. Transformations for Description Refinement IU
Every failure or success the system observes with a plan in the real world yields yet more useful in-

formation in finding a target region of SGp. However, in analyzing real-world data, it may be unclear 3
which of several failures actually occurred. Furthermore, for any single failure, there may be several

candidate transformations to the current estimate of the target region. Finding a permissive plan i
which achieves the TPSC amounts to evaluating a set of possible transformations to this estimated

target region description every time new information is obtained.
i

Every transformation entertained by the system consists of the modification of one of the constraints

defining the estimated target region. Before a plan has been observed in the real world, the system's 3
best guess of a target region is that it is equivalent to the projected region. Every refinement of this

12



estimate of the target region will embody a reduction in the estimated region's size. However, we

will guarantee that each refinement made is a step forward to achieving the TPSC. Given a set of

successes and failures of a plan, each transformation in the set of possible transformations to the esti-

mated target region must satisfy:

1. The transformation must potentially affect system behavior. That is, the
modification to the constraint must exclude some points formerly included
in the estimated target region.

2. The transformation must be consistent with a tuning hypothesis for at least

one of the observed failures. 6

This definition for available transformations is more specific than simply allowing modification

of all possible axis-aligned hyperplanar inequalities in classifying the observed successes from the

observed failures. However, it is specific in a way that allows benefit to be gained from tuning hy-

potheses obtained directly from the original theory. These tuning hypotheses will be defined next.

Failures of the plan to accomplish the goal in the real world indicate a discrepancy between the

theory on which the plan is based and the way the real world behaves. We introduce explicit approxi-

mations to model these discrepancies. The purpose of an explicit approximation is to mark a particu-

lar value as inexact. The value must be one of an ordered set of values. Every explicit approximation

also embodies a characterization of inexactness: that the error in the inexact value is more likely

small than large. More precisely, if Va represents the approximate value of variable V and V, is its

true value, it must hold that: P( Vt = z I Va = x ) < P( V,-= z I Va = y ) if and only if

y- z I < I- z I. When a plan fails, the failure is assumed to originate with some single ex-

6. Although. we could be more conservative in forcing each transformation to be consistent with at least one tun-
ing hypothesis for each observed failure, this does not give us the flexibility to disregard one or more of the fail-
ures. The statistical analysis of the transformations may well permit a transformation, which does not account for
some of the failures and successes. to meet our criteria anyway.
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I
plicit approximation. Permissive planning is only driven by failures attributable to these explicit

approximations.

In a general plan, each action has associated sensory expectations which must be justified by a sup-

porting explanation. A failure of a fully determined version of a general plan is defined as a failure

for the sensory expectations to hold in the real world. Each tuning hypothesis for the failure: I
1. is based on a hypothesized failing explicit approximation employed in the

supporting explanation for the failing expectations and

2. gves a suggested direction of movement (parallel to an axis) in &12, from the
point corresponding to the failed plan, which is hypothesized to reduce the I
chance of the observed failure.

Given such a tuning hypothesis, a consistent transformation must exclude some of the points in SGp I
in the half-space defined by a plane perpendicular to the suggested direction of movement on the 3
side away from the suggested direction of movement. Figure 2.2 gives an example of a transforma-

tion in a two-dimensional S&p with axes X and Y. The illustrated transformation modifies the con- 3
straint that values of X be less than or equal to 5 to that they be less than or equal to 5-s, because

X 3X 5r-- I This point represents I
E wide I a fully determined I

,. plan which was_: _ -1 -.
- -,- n,.' Iapplied and failed.

*~~~~~ 010 L -- ---------- -------- -- -- - ----

------------------- • - --- * , IThe transformation consists of I
Y ---- :- .-------- modifying the constraint X<5 to

----------- l--- one of X_<(5-E) because the sug- I
.. .. , gested direction of movementI*I I S S S

1 4--~-t_- , , ,-- - - - -Iwas for lesser X values. I
3 5 _O

-*- X or the original constraint X<5 must
be based on an explicit approximation. 3

Figure 2.2. An Example Transformation in a 2D Sp

I
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the tuning hypothesis suggests that a smaller value of X is likely to reduce the chance of the observed

failure. If a tuning hypothesis suggests this direction of movement then X itself and/or the value 5

in the constraint X < 5 is based on an explicit approximation. We will now give a more precise

definition of the tuning hypothesis.

Let EA(Sop) = { i I values along the ith dimension of Sop are explicitly approximate. Let

3ET (for estimated target region) be a set in Sytp such that ETR 9 Projected Region. Let L(i,ETR)

and U(iETR) be the lower and upper bounds, respectively, along the ith dimension for ETR (i.e.,

if V E= ETR then L(i,E7R)<Vi<U(i,ETR) for all i). In addition to declaring all values along SGp

dimensions given in EA(Sop) to be explicitly approximate, independently we allow that bounds on

ETR along a particular dimension may be declared explicitly approximate. Let

EAL(ETR) - { i I L(i, ETR) is explicitly approximate} and

EAU(ETR) - { i I U(i,ETR) is explicitly approximate}.

Let TH(SG•, ETM) (for tuning hypotheses associated with the fully instantiated plan corresponding

to some V E ETR in SGp) be the set of 2-tuples:

1< , D > ((D - decrease) A (iE- EA(SGp) V i C- EAU(ETR))) v]

I((D - increase) A (iE- EA(SGp) V i E EAL (Em-))) J
Each tuple gives the dimension of ETR to tune and the direction to tune it in D.

In Theorem 2.1 below we show that the set TH(Scp, ETR) is complete in if all failures are attribut-

able to declared explicit approximations, the set contains all ways to potentially increase the proba-

bility of success through modifications to ETR.
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Theorem 2.1: Completeness of TH(SGp, ETR) 5
If the probability of success of a plan GP applied in region ETR can be increased by increasing
L(i,ETR), then < i, increase > E TH(SGp, ETR) , and if it can be increased by decreasing U(iETR),
then < i, decrease > E TH(SGp, ETR).
Poof: dieso| nSP hr

For every dimension i in Scp, there are potentially four ways in which an explicit approximation can I
cause the plan to fail. Let L=L(i,ETR), U=U(iETR), and V=Vi for a fully specified plan GP corre-

sponding to V E ETR. Let a subscripted variable represent an explicit approximation with a sub-
script of 'A' indicating the approximate value and a subscript of 'T' indicating the true value. The I
four basic ways a single explicit approximation can cause a failure along dimension i are:

(1) (VA S U) A (VT > U) (< i, decrease >E TH(SGp, ETR))

(2) (VA 2 L) A (VT < L) (< i, increase > E TH(SGp, EmR))

(3) (V < UA) A (V > UT) (< i, decrease > E TH(SGp, ETR))

(4) (V a LA) A (V < LT) (< i, increase > E TH(SGp, ETR))

It is easy to verify for the four cases above that the parenthesized memberships to the right hold by
our above definition TH(SGp, ETR).
Case 1:

Let x < y S U < z where x, y, and z can be any values satisfying the relation. A failure of the plan 3
corresponds to the case where VT=z. Notice that it is always true that ly - zl < Ix - zl. By definition
of an explicit approximation, we can therefore conclude P(VT=zIVA=x)<P(VT=ZiVA=y). Lesser
values for VA are more likely to succeed and thus < i, decrease > E TH(SGp, ETR). .

Case 2&
Let z < L < y < x and verify that ly - z1 < L- - zi ; therefore, P(VT=ZIVA=x)<P(V-r=zIVA=y). I
Greater values for VA are more likely to succeed and thus < i, increase > E TH(SGp, ETR).

Let x < y < V < z and verify that ly - zJ < Ix - z1 ; therefore, P(UT=ZIUA=x)<P(UT=zIUA=y). Less-

er values for UA are more likely to succeed and thus < i, decrease > E TH(SGp, ETR).

Let z < V < y < x and verify that ly - zi < Ix - zi ; therefore, P(LT=z1LA=X)<P(LT=zILA=y). Great-
er values for LA are more likely to succeed and thus < i, increase > E TH(SGp, ETR).

Given a failed fully instantiated plan GP corresponding to some V E EETR, TransETR(SGp, ETR) 3
gives a new set of potential estimated target regions based on the possible tuning hypotheses. Let

1
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n give the number of dimensions of points in Sop. TransETR(Sop, ETR) is defined:

EAL(ETR') = EAL(ETR) A EAU(ETR') - EAU(ETR) A

' < i, decrease >E TH(S0p, ETR)) A (L(j, ETR') - L(j, ETR)forj - 1,n)A A

-ETR' (U(jETR')= U(j,ETR)forj=l,n with j * i) A (U(i,ETR')=. U(i,ETR')-E)J V

.[(< i, increase >E TH(SGp, ETR)) A (U(j, ETR') = U(j, ETR)forj= 1,n) A 1
(L(j,ETR') - L(j, ETR) for j=l,n with j # i) A (L(i, ETR') - L(i, ETR') + E)J

Each transformation specializes the general plan by eliminating a class of fully specified plans using

information from the failure of a single fully specified plan.

2.5. The Permissive Planning Algorithm

Each permissive plan has associated with it a target probability of success and coverage TPSC and

confidence 6. We present an algorithm which will find either a region meeting the success criteria

TPSC with confidence 6 or one which falls short but finds the best value for probability of success

and coverage. The algorithm is given below followed by an explanation and proof of correctness.

The permissive planning algorithm involves refining an estimated target region in a series of stages.

The estimated target region (ETR) is a (possibly improper) subset of the projected region. Only fully

specified plans GP corresponding to points in ETR will actually be applied. Let TPSC be the target

probability of success and coverage for plan GP and let 5 be the target confidence. The TPSC is

a weighted combination of coverage and probability of success. Coverage is the likelihood of the

planner applying the plan for a given point in the projected region. Probability of success is mea-

sured over cases in which the plan was actually applied. Let TPSC = wcC + wsSp where C is cover-

age, Sp is probability of success, and w, and w, are weights given on coverage and probability of

success, respectively. Let r be a small fixed threshold for the minimum improvement in probability

of success between stages.
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The following is the PermPlan algorithm which takes a generalized plan GP and an 3
ET7 C_ ProjectedRegion _ SGp and returns a hyper-rectangular region R C_ ETR satisfying the

TPSC with the desired confidence 6 or returns a region R C ETR which gives the highest possible

probability of success and coverage Rpsc < TPSC with the desired confidence 6 3
R *-- ETR (save best ETR thus far) (1)I
Util, *- Sign WithDeltal (X, - TPSC, 6, ETR) {compare ETR with TPSC) (2)

if U5i, a 0 then (3)
{ETR has achieved the desired TPSC and 8) (4)

else (5)
begin (6)

ExploredETRs - {) {no ETRs explored yet) (7)
CandidateETRs <- { ETR ) {initialize candidate ETRs for evaluation) (8) 3
done +--false (9)
repeat (10)

CurrentETR.-SelectOne(CandidateETRs) {select an ETR to elvaluate) (11)
NewETRs 4- TransETR(SGp, CurrentETR) - ExploredETRs (12)

GoodETRs *- PosWithDelta2 (Xi- - X- , 6, NewETRs, CurrentETR) (13)

if ((GoodETRs = 0) and M77; *- Sign WithDelta2 (X'i - X,, 6, CurrentETR, R) (14) I
and (U-i'n > 0) ) then R *- CurrentETR (15)

SufficientETRs *- PosWithDeltal (Xij - TPSC, 6, GoodETRs) (16) 3
if (SufficientETRs # 0) then (17)
begin (18)

{R *- SelectOne(SufficientETRs) has achieved the desired TPSC and 6 (19)
done -- true (20)

end (21)
ExploredETRs = ExploredETRs U fCurrentETR) U (NewETRs - GoodETRs) (22) 3
CandidateETRs = (CandidateETRs U GoodETRs) - {CurrentETR) (23)

until done or (CandidateETRs = 0) (24)
end (25)

The first step in the algorithm (lines 1-4) is to apply the plan GP until sufficient evidence has been

gathered to know with 8 confidence whether the probability of success and coverage (PSC) of ETR 3
exceeds the TPSC. If it does not, a set CandidateETRs (initially containing ETR) is formed contain-

ing candidate estimated target regions for refinement (line 8). While CandidateETRs is nonempty 3
7. The functions SignWithDeltal, SignWithDelta2, PosWithDeltal, and PosWithDelta2 are defined in the Ap- I
pendix. I



and no ETR has yet satisfied the TPSC, an element CurrentETR of CandidateETRs is selected for

refinement (line 11). A set of refined versions of CurrentETR, called NewETRs, is formed by taking

the set of possible refinements TransETR(S~p,CurrentETR) and removing any already explored

ETRs (line 12). A set GoodETRs _ NewETRs is formed consisting of the ETRs with a probability

of success and coverage (PSC) at least -c better than CurrentETR with 5 confidence (line 13). If

GoodETRs is empty, then a -c local maximum has been reached and CurrentETR is compared with

the best known region R found thus far. If it is better than R with 8 confidence, let R be CurrentETR

(lines 14-15). If GoodETRs is nonempty, the set is checked for any element which exceeds the TPSC

with 8 confidence. If one is found, the algorithm returns it (lines 16-21). If none yet exceeds the

TPSC, then members of GoodETRs are added to CandidateETRs, CurrentETR is removed, and we

return to select another element to expand from the set CandidateETRs (lines 22-23). At algorithm

termination, R will either be a hyper-rectangular region satisfying the TPSC with 8 confidence or

will be the hyper-rectangular region in the initial ETR with the highest PSC with 8 confidence.

Let us calculate the number of ETR regions explored by the algorithm in the worst case. Let

ETRjam . ProjectedRegion 9_ SGp be dhe initial ETR given at the start of the algorithm. The algo-

rithm refines the region in steps of F. We can therefore calculate for a dimension i of ETRgiit the

number of positions available to place a bound:

n(i) = U(i. ETRt) - L(iETRinit) +

Let MI be the set of dimensions i in ETgRiit along which only a single bound can be moved in a tuning

hypothesis. This is given by

(EAL(ETRi.i,) - EA'U(ETRii,) - EAGp) U
= (EAU(ETRinil) - EAL(ETRinit) - EArp)

Let M 2 be the set of dimensions i in ETR1 jj, along which both bounds can be moved by a tuning hy-

pothesis. This is given by
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M2 - EAGP U (EAL(ETRiLi,) fl EAU(ETRjfi,)). I
The number of possible regions which can be explored by the algorithm is then given by 3

MaxETR = HI (n(i)-. 1) H n(i)(n(i) - 1)
ViSM, VieM2  2

The first product term gives the number of ways to move a single bound for each of the dimensions

in Mt, and the second product term gives the number of ways to move two bounds for each of the U
dimensions in M2 . The product of the two terms gives the maximum number of regions which can 3
be explored by the algorithm. I
Let us now consider the number of plan execution examples required by the algorithm in the worst

case. Since all of the statistics gathered in the algorithm are on bounded values, let ST(8) be an upper I
bound on the stopping time for the NMdas criterion employed in gathering examples for the Sign-

W'ihDeltal, Sign WithDelta2,PosWithDeltal , and PosWithDelta2 functions. That is, ST(8) exam-

pies will be required in the worst case for each of these function calls. The total number of examples I
employed by the algorithm in the worst case is ST(6) + 2 ne ST(6), where ne is the number of regions

expanded to possible refinements. If each region had only one refinement, ne would be MaxETR I
resulting in a worst-case number of examples ST(h) + 2 MaxETR ST(6). Of course, the point in 3
using the iterative stopping criterion in gathering statistics is to minimize the number of examples

required to achieve the desired confidence goals. The number of examples required for a given 8 3
is sensitive to the distribution. I

I
I
I
I
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Theorem 2.2: Correctness of PermPlan Algorithm

The PermPlan Algorithm takes a generalized plan GP and an ETR _ SGp and returns a hyper-rect-
angular region R C ETR satisfying the TPSC with the desired confidence 6 or returns a region
R C ETR which gives the highest possible probability of success and coverage Rpsc < TPSC with
the desired contidence 6.

If the initially given estimated target region ETR has a PSC exceeding TPSC with 8 confidence, the
algorithm terminates and returns ETR (lines I through 4). For every CurrentETR selection from
CandidateETRs NewETRs=TransETR(Sop,CurrentETR) gives all possible new candidate esti-
mated target regions. We showed in Theorem 2.1 that the set TH(Sop,CurrentETR) was guaranteed
to include all possible ways of improving the probability of success of a plan GP corresponding to
a point V E CurrentETR. TransETR(SGp,CurrentETR) gives a concrete way of implementing
each tuning hypothesis by moving in the indicated bound on CurrentETR by a small amount F. Each
of the elements of NewETRs is evaluated (line 13) to guarantee that its PSC exceeds the PSC of Cur-
rentETR by t with 8 confidence. The choice of values for e and r thus determines the grain size of
the search for a target region. A smaller value for these gives a more accurate result at a higher com-
putational expense. The algorithm will terminate because each candidate target region can be ex-
plored at most once and the number of candidate target regions is bounded above by MaxETR
(shown earlier). If one of the MaxETR regions achieves the TPSC or gives the highest T local maxi-
mum, it will eventually be recognized and returned by the algorithm.

It has been our goal in this chapter to precisely describe the permissive planning technique. It is also

our goal to show the viability of the approach in some real-world domains. In the next chapter, we

will discuss practical approximations to the algorithm outlined here which facilitate such a

real-world implementation of the approach.
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3. A PRACTICAL APPROXIMATION TO PERMISSIVE PLANNING U

In this chapter, we describe a permissive planner called GRASPER,8 which is an implemented ap-

proximation to the representations and algorithm as given in Chapter 2. It is an approximation in

several ways. The space SGp in our theory consisted of points each of which fully specified the initial

state, settings of all plan variables, and projected resulting state. Regions, such as the projected re-

gion, in Sop were bounded by axis-aligned linear constraints in the space. In our implementation

we commit to a particular representation for permissive plans and define the dimensions of a reduced I
space S'G• based on attributes of the particular plan. For more expressive power, general linear 3
constraints are allowed in defining regions in S'Gp,. The number of constraints and particular form

they take now depend on the domain theory employed. Since constraints are not all axis-aligned, I
constraints on one parameter may affect the choice of another. 3
The same iterative statistical methods as presented in Chapter 2 are used to decide when plan refine- 3
ment should occur. However, statistical sampling is not employed in determining which of several

refinements to pursue. Such sampling, although valuable in making statistically sound decisions, 3
can require a large number of examples. In the theory, all theoretically possible failures and refine-

ments were explored and statistically analyzed. We first use the method of monitoring for expected

outcomes during execution to narrow the search for a failed approximation. Each action in the plan 3
has an expected outcome supported by a portion of the explanation supporting the overall plan. The

hypotheses for failure begin with the portion of the explanation indicated by the action with an ex- 3
pectation failure. Beyond using expectations to focus, a key heuristic is employed which measures

the likelihood of one approximation failure relative to another based on the distances their respective

parameters would have to be in error to have failed. Lastly, rather than just learning the parts of the

estimated target region to exclude as was done in the algorithm of Chapter 2, we learn the likely

8. The name GRASPER is due to the first domain on which the system was tested, that of robotic grasping. The
robotic grasping domain is discussed in Chapter 4.
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I "best" values within the new estimated target region. This is done by using not only linear bounds

to constrain the region but by imposing linear utility functions to guide selection of plan variable

values for new plan applications. These combined methods provide an expressive but efficient per-

missive planning implementation.

I We start by describing our particular representation for general plans and their supporting explana-

pdtions. Next, we discuss the approximation to SGP. The following sections explain how permissive

plan application and refinement are implemented. Lastly, we present a method for maintaining a

library of multiple permissive plans in various states of refinement.

3.1. General Plans and Explanations

I Plan refinement is key to permissive planning. This refinement requires that plans be justified by

a support structure called an explanation. The term explanation is used to refer to a logical proof

that a particular example is an instance of some concept. Explanations have often been used in clas-

Isification tasks [Mitchell86]. However, in the context of a plan, our meaning for an explanation is

that it justifies how a sequence of actions achieves some goal. Our view of explanations for plans

I is consistent with that of Mooney where explanations are connected directed acyclic graphs of units

S[Mooney87, Section 3.1 ]. Each unit is a connected directed acyclic graph in which the vertices are

predicate calculus well-formed formulas. We distinguish two basic types of units: infee-nces and

I operators.

Inferences are Horn clauses consisting of a finite set of antecedent well-formed formulas (wffs) and

a consequent wff. A directed path exists from each antecedent to the consequent in an inference unit.

An example of an inference unit is shown in Figure 3.1. This unit gives the distance between two

two-dimensional points.
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Antecedents 3
dif(?x2,?xl,?dx)

Consequent dif(?y2,?yl ,?dy) I
distance(?x 1 ,?y 1 ,?x2,?y2,?distance)- - prod(?dx,?dx,?dx2)• prod(?dy,?dy,?dy2)

sum(?dx2,?dy2,?sum)

sqrt(?sum,?dist) I
Figure 3.1. An Inference Unit

An operator unit has a finite set of precondition wffs, a finite set of effect wffs, and a ground atomic

formula indicating the operator itself. Directed edges extend from all of the preconditions to the

operator wff and from the operator formula to all effects. A simple operator for sending parcels from

one location to another is shown in Figure 3.2.

Effects Preconditions

intact-at(?to,?object) Operator intact-at(?from,?object) I

end-parcel(?object,?from,?to) 3\N shippable(?object)

not(intact-at(?from,?object)) I
Figure 3.2. An Operator Unit

We refer to the wffs which are part of explanations as facts. Two important classes of facts are I
state-defining facts and inferred facts. State-defining facts are those asserted (or retracted) by opera-

tors. Operator effects must all be state-defining. Inference consequents are always inferred facts.

The intact-at predicates of Figure 3.2 are examples of state-defining facts. By applying the 3
send-parcel operator, a new state results where the object being sent is now in a new location and

no longer at its former location. The consequent of the inference in Figure 3.1, distance, is an in- 3
ferred fact.

I
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Operators, such as the one illustrated, are used in conjunction with the STRIPS assumption

[Fikes71]. The only effects the operator has on the world are those described by the operator effects.

Negated effects such as not(intact-at(?from,?object)) in the example are treated as members of the

delete list are under STRIPS. Operators also have several other important fields not shown in the

operator unit graph. These include termination conditions and expectations which should be met

during operator execution. These are discussed in more detail when we discuss particular domains

in Chapters 4 and 5.

Let us introduce an example of an explanation which will be used throughout the chapter to help in

illustrating various requirements of the permissive plan. The example involves sending packages

of various weights and sizes through the mail. A single operator send-parcel(?object,?from,?to)

is employed for sending packages as was shown in Figure 3.2. The operator requires that the package

start intact at the ?from location and be shippable. As a result of operator application, the package

is intact at the ?to location and no longer at the ?from location. In addition to the operator, we have

several inference units shown in Figure 3.3.

Consequent Antecedents

intact-at(?place,?thing) isa(?thing,?item)
intact-at(?place,?item)

Ishippable(?thing) light-enough(?thing)
small-enough(?thing)

I __ -_ weight(?object,?weight)
light-enough(?object) __max-allowed-weight(?max-weight)

I posineq(- 1,?weight, 1,?max-weight)

---- - size(?object,?size)
small-enough(?object) max-allowed-size(? max-size)I not-larger(?size,?max-size)

I Figure 3.3. Inference Units for the Package-Sending Domain

I
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I
The first inference expresses that if ?item is a type of ?thing, we have a ?thing intact by having an 3
?item intact. The second allows us to infer an object as shippable if it is light enough and small

enough to be mailed. The third infers an object as light enough to be shipped if the weight is below

the maximum weight which can be shipped. The last infers an object is small enough to be shipped 3
if its size is less that the maximum allowable size. Sizes are members of the discrete ordered set

{small, medium, large }. Weights are members of the set of positive real numbers. 3
We now add to our theory some facts about the domain. First, a discrete ordering on object sizes I
is expressed: 5

not-larger(small,small)
not-larger(small,medium)
not-larger(small,large) I
not-larger(medium,medium)
not-larger(medium,large)
not-larger(large,large) 3

Next, three boxes are defined.

isa(container,box 1) 1
intact-at(home 1,box 1)
weight(boxl,10.2)
size(box 1,small)

isa(container,box2)
intact-at(homel ,box2)
weight(box2,15.1)
size(box2,1arge)

isa(container,box3) I
intact-at(homel,box3)
weight(box3,23.7)
size(box3,medium)

Limits on the shipping weight and size are given as

max-allowed-weight(25.0) 3
max-allowed-size(medium)

U
Suppose that the desired goal is intact-at(home2,container). There is more than one way in which

the goal may be achieved and Figure 3.4 illustrates one possible explanation for goal achievcnicnt. 3
The figure shows the uninstantiated explanation structure where arrows indicate supporting rcla-

I
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I r -~~~~~~~ ~ intact-at(?placel,?thing~l) ------------------------------

L s(tin,?iteml) ----- -intact-at(?placel,?itm

isa(container~box 1) -.- intact-at(?to2,?object2) not(intact-at(?from2,?objectZ)

ILnata(frmojc2 shippable(?object2).-
L-

intact-at(homel,boxl)J, 
shippable ojct)--

I light-enough(?object3) small-enough(?object3) -

fI1 1 ---------------- r
1 light-enough(?object4)> small-enough(?object5)

weight(?boxlt,10.2ht) r U __

weigt~bxl,1.2)size(boxl,small)I

Imax-aIlowable-weight(?raxwi iht----- ------- l------- a------------

max-allowable-weight(25.O) max-allowable-size(mediumn) I
-------------------------------

I posineq(- 1,?weight4,l ,?max-weight4ý ILnot-larger(?size5,?max-size5)]LI_ _-r
posineq(- 1,91'0.2,1,25.0) not-larger(small,medium)

Figure 3.4. An Explanation for Achieving Intact-At(Home2,Container)

tionships between wffs and double bars indicate unifications. By uninstanztiated we mean that units

in the explanation structure are shown just as they were found in the domain theory but with uniquely

1 named variables. An instantiated explanation structure would involve applying some substitutions

of world objects for those variables. Each of the five shaded regions shows a unit (four inference

units and the send-parcel operator unit). The wffs outside the units include the goal and all of theI supporting facts required from the initial state. As a result of the unifications required to construct

the proof for the specific case of sending box 1, the variables have the following values:
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I

?piace 1 =home2,?thing 1 =container,?item 1 =box 1 I
?object2=boxl,?from2-homel,?to2=home2
?object3-box1
?object4-boxl,?weight4-10.2,?max-weight4=25.0
?object5-boxl,?size5-small,?max-size5=medium

The explanation of Figure 3.4 is for a very specific way for achieving the goal. We prefer to work

with general plans and explanations which support those general plans and are not tied to specifics

of an individual example. We therefore use the EGGS generalization algorithm to produce the gen-

eral version of the explanation shown in Figure 3.5 [Mooney86]. This generalization preserves the 3
structure of the explanation while abstracting away details of the example. The generalized plan

associated with the explanation is shown in Figure 3.6. It is a macro-operator, just like the operators n

r -- i i
------ --- ... Generalized Form Of Goal i

r 4tf mintact-at(?placel,?thmgl) a.

L i _,?iteml) intact-at(?placel,?iteml) ,-----------
rSingle Operator Application .. intact-at(?placel,?iteml) not(intact-at(?from2,?iteml)

-. t"" send-parcel(?iteml,?from2,?placel) - "" 5
I intact-at(?from2,1?item 1) shippable(?iteml) -

... J shippable(?iteml)

light-enough(?iteml)- small-enough(?iteml)

1 light-enough(?item1) J small-enough(?iteml)

weight(?iteml,?weight4) i L srze(?item1 ,?size5)

-r -I I
I max-allowable-weight(?max-weight I [max-allowable-size(?max -size5

I \ " "" "'r . . . . . -I I

-- -- -- ----- \11, - r- -- -- -- -- ----
I.posineq(--I_,?wcight4,1,?max-wcight4) I not-largcr(?sizc5? max-sizc5)

Figure 3.5. The Generalized Explanation Structure
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Effects Preconditions

iOperator sa(?thing1,?item1)
intact-at(?place 1 ,?thingI) intact-at(?from2,?itemi)intact-at(?place 1,?item 1) I weight(?item1,?weight4)
not(intact-at(?from2,?item M) ýo•. send-parcel(?itemli,?from2,?placeI1. 'mxalwbewih(mxwih4
shippable(?item 1) I posineq(-l1,?weight4,1 ,?max-weight4)
light-enough(?iteml) size(?itemI,?size5)
small-enough(?iteml) max-size(?max-size5)

not-Iarger(?size5,?max-size5)

Figure 3.6. The Generalized Plan for Send-Parcel(?iteml,?from2,?placel)

defined earlier except 'hat it may include a sequence of actions rather than a single action. In this

case, our plan performs only a single action: send-parcel.

As required by our theory of permissive planning given in Chapter 2, our implementation of a gener-

al plan includes both a goal specification (a partial state description) and an operator sequence to

achieve that goal. Next, we introduce an approximation to SGp and show how the projected region

for the general plan can be described.

3.2. An Approximation to SGP

Recall that in Chapter 2 the space SGp is defined such that each point represents a fully specified

version of the general plan with initial state, final state, and all plan variable values defined. We use

the supporting explanation for the general plan (as described above) to find a set of plan parameters

each of which constitutes a dimension of space S'GP which approximates SGp. First, we need to

defime some predicates and functions which work with the explanation to facilitate our definition

for a parameter.

The predicate Support(a,b,e) holds if and only if a directed path exists from node a to node b in the

explanation structure e (recall thatan explanation structure is adirected-acyclic graph). Ccrtain sup-

porting nodes appear as leaves of the DAG and consequently have no node supporting thcm. These
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are called leaf supports. Leaf-Support(a,b,e) holds if and only if U
( Support(a, b, e) A - 3 x Support(x, a, e) ). The set of leaf supports for a given node in the ex-

planation is given by Multiple-Leaf-Supports(A,b,e) which holds if and only if

V Leaf-Support(a, b, e). .
aEA I
Let Predicate(1) be a function which returns the predicate name of a factf and let Arguments(f) be

a function which returns the arguments to a factf. Six predicates, =, <, a , lineq, posineq, and 3
negineq are special in permissive planning and are called constraints. Constraint(p)9 holds if and

only if p is a constraint. Variables which appear as arguments to a constraint must all either take I
values from continuous ordered sets or from discrete ordered sets. Ordered-Continuous(v) holds if

and only if v is a member of a continuous ordered set. Ordered-Discrete(v) holds if and only if v

is a member of a discrete ordered set. Discrete constraints have 2 discrete arguments as with 3
t(large, small). Continuous constraints may be of linear form as with posineq(2, a, 3, b, 4, c) to

represent 0 < 2a + 3b + 4c. We make a distinction between discrete and continuous constraints I
to facilitate our implemented approximation to the permissive planning algorithm. 3
It is useful to separate those leaf supports to a node in the explanation structure which are constraints

with continuous arguments from those which are not. The former group of leaf supports is called

continuous leaf supports and the latter is called discrete leaf supports. These are more formally ex- 3
pressed by the following predicates:

I
U
I

9. Second-order predicates such as Coas'tratnt are used only to simplify basic definitions and won't be employed
by the system itself. U
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Continuous-Leaf-Support(c f,e) a

c is a continuous leaf support off in explanation structure e

for all c, f, and e:

Continuous-Leaf-Support(cJf,e) holds iff

there exists an S such that

Multiple-Leaf-Supports(S,f, e) A c E S A Constraint(c) A

V Ordered-Continous(a)
aEArgwnents(c)

Multiple-Continuous-Leaf-Supports(CJe) a

C is the set of of continuous leaf supports off in explanation structure e

for all C, f, and e:

Multiple-Continuous-Leaf-Supports(Cfe) holds iff

V Continous-Leaf-Support(c,f, e).
cEC

Discrete-Leaf-Support(d,,e) a

d is a discrete leaf support off in explanation structure e

for all d, f, and e:

Discrete-Leaf-Support(dfe) holds iff

there exists an S such that

Multiple-Leaf-Supports(Sf, e) A d C S A ( "' Constraint(d) V

V Ordered-Discrete(a) )
a eArguments(d)

Multiple-Discrete-Leaf-Supports(D f,e) -=

D is the set of discrete leaf supports off in explanation structure e

for all D, f, and e:

Multiple-Discrete-Leaf-Supports(Dfe) holds iff

V Discrete-Leaf-Support(d,f, e).
dED

Let the function Binding-Sets(Fs) return the set of all variable substitutions e0 1, 02 ..... 0, for

which all facts f C F hold in state s. Let each of these substitutions be a most general unifier. Let
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Possible-Bindings(vB) be the set of possible substitutions for v across the substitutions in the substi- I
tution set B. For example, suppose the following facts hold:

contains(box 1,object 1)
contains(box2,object2)

Binding-Sets(contains(?box, ?thing)) returns the set of possible substitutions:

{{boxl/?box,objectl/?thing }, {ox2/?box,object2/?thing }}.

The function Possible-Bindings(?thingBinding-Sets(contains(?box,?thing))) returns the possible

substitutions: (objectl object2 }. The predicate Unbound(vB) holds if and only if there is no substi-

tution given for v in any substitution in the set B. I

Let G be the goal of the plan (the sink of the explanation structure DAG) and let Eg be the generalized

explanation structure. A parameter p for a state s is then defined as follows: 3
for all p, G, Eg, and s:

Parameter(pG,Eg,s) holds iff
there exists a D and C such that:
Multiple-Discrete-Leaf-Supports(D, G, Eg) A 3
( (l Possible-Bindings(p, Binding-Sets(D, s)) 11 > 1 ) V

( Multiple-Continuous-Leaf-Supports(C, G, Eg) A I
3 Unbound(p, Binding-Sets(D, s) ) ) A

c•C, pEArguments(c) 3
(Ordered-Discrete(p) V Ordered-Continuous(p) ). I

A parameter is a variable whose values are taken from an ordered set and which can take on at least 3
two different values while still supporting the goal in state s. It can either take on multiple values

because more than one value is possible across the binding sets which support the plan explanation 3
or because it has an under-constrained continuous value.

3
I
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The package sending example introduced early in the chapter involves an explanation which in-

cludes discrete parameters. Recall that the goal was intact-at(home2,container), that home2 has

a container intact. The explanation of Figure 3.4 on page 27 provides one possible choice of boxes

such that the goal is satisfied. In fact, there are two box choices which satisfy the goal. Consider

our definition for plan parameter given above. In this case, the discrete leaf supports, D, for the goal,

obtained from the generalized explanation structure shown in Figure 3.5 on page 28 are

isa(?thingl,?iteml)
intact-at(?fromr2,?iteml)
weight(?iteml,?weight4)
max-allowable-weight(?max-weight4)
posineq(- 1 ,?weight4, 1,?max-weight4)
size(?iteml,?size5)
max-size(?max-size5)
not-larger(?size5,?max-size5)

The set Binding-Sets(D,s) where s is the current state includes two substitutions and is

({container/?thing 1, box 1/?item 1, 10.2/?weight4, 25.0/?max-weight, smallI?size5,

medium/?max-size5),

(container/?thingl, box3/?iteml, 23.7/?weight4, 25.0/?max-weight, medium/?size5,

medium/?max-size5 }}

Three variables within these binding sets have more than one possible binding: ?iteml, ?weight4,

and ?size5. While ?iteml represents the name of the box, its values are not drawn from an ordered

set and thus cannot be considered a parameter. Both ?weight4 and ?size5 qualify as parameters as

they have respectively continuous ordered and discrete ordered values. The identification of these

parameters indicates that both weight and size of the box chosen may be tuned in response to failures

of the box sending plan while still supporting achievement of the goal.

No underconstrained continuous parameters occur in our example. The only continuous leaf support

for the goal in the generalized explanation is posineq(- 1, ? weight4,1, ?max-weight4) and undcr both

of the above binding sets, the arguments to this constraint predicate are fully specified.
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A parameter is defined with regard to a specific state. Let GlobalParameter(p,GPEg) hold for pa- 3
rameterp, general plan GP, and explanation structure Eg if and only if there exists some state s such

that Parameter(p,GPEg,s) holds. A parameter p corresponds to a dimension of S'Gp if and only

if GlobalParameter(p,GPEg) holds. Every V E S'GP gives a value for every global parameter of

plan GP. Each parameter V5 participates in one or more constraints given in the preconditions to the

general plan. The conjunction of those constraints defines the Projected Region in S'Gp. Notice,

that unlike the hyper-rectangles described by the constraints of the theory in Chapter 2, we only re- 3
quire that our linear constraints specify a single, nondisjunctive region in S'GP. In the next section,

we show how a V E ProjectedRegion is selected for plan application. I
3.3. Applying the Plan

We call the set of constraints which define the Projected Region in S'GP plan constraints as they

originate from the plan's preconditions. Additionally, the system imposes learned constraints

learned through failures. For a continuous parameter, the following are possible forms for plan con- 3
straints:

1. A set of constraints of the form lineq(a1,xi,a2,x2, .... a., x.) to represent
0 - aixi + a2x2 + ... + anx, with n less than or equal to the number of
parameters.

2. A set of constraints of the form posineq(at,xI,a2,x2, ) to represent

0 : aix1 + a2x2 + ... + a.,x, with n less than or equal to the number of
parameters.

3. A set of constraints of the form negineq(a1 , xia 2, x2, ...., an, xn) to represent
0 a aixi + a2x2 + ... + anxn with n less than or equal to the number of
parameters.

We also have at most four learned constraints for a parameter. Two of these are interval bounds on 3
the parameter and one or two may serve to indicate the desirability of values within those bounds
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by specifying a unimodal monotonic piecewise linear utility function of the parameter value. All

the learned constraints are inequalities of the form specified in 2 and 3 above. We will return to how

these constraints are learned and modified when we discuss plan refinement.

For discrete parameters, a similar set of simple constraints exists of the form: - (x, y), < (x, y),

and a (x, y). As many as four learned constraints exist for discrete parameters as well. Since dis-

crete parameter values are members of ordered sets, and the arguments to a constraint must be mem-

bers of the same ordered set, their set ordinals are used for =-, < , and > comparisons.

Let U - wIu1 + W2U2 + ... + wnu, be an overall linearutility function combining the indi-

vidual utilities ul,u2 ,..., u, of the plan parameters with respective weights WlW 2*:.., w,,. A set of

parameter values is sought which satisfies all of the plan and learned constraints while maximizing

the overall linear utility function U. The algorithm is as follows:

Let Multiple-Discrete-Leaf-Supports(D, G, Eg) hold
Let P be the set of all p satisfying Parametcr(p.G,Eg,s) [where s = current state]
Let C be the union of the set of plan constraints for Eg and the learned constraints for all

pEP
Let U be the overall linear utility function as defined above

Let X = f) (candidate sets ofpotentially optimal parameter values)

For fP E Binding-Sets(D) do

X - X U Optimize(P, CP, U)

V- Maximize(U, X)

The Maximize(U, X) function returns the X E X such that the function U(X) takes its maximum

value. The Optimize(P, Cfl, U) function returns a vector of parameter values for the parameter set

P subject to the constraints C (with substitutions P performed) such that the utility function U(P)

is maximized. The vector V E ProjectedRegion produced by the above algorithm gives optimal

settings for each of the plan parameters and thus fully determines the plan which will be executed.
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I
The Optimize function can be performed by any linear optimization algorithm since constraints are 3
restricted to linear form. We chose the SIMPLEX10 method. However, methods which handle non-

linear optimization are the topic of much current research [Press86, p. 325.]. Progress in this area I
can be brought immediately to bear on this implementation of permissive planning by allowing more

ready use of nonlinear parameter constraints. I
3.4. Refining the Plan

As discussed earlier, every operator in a permissive plan has associated expectations which must

hold during execution of the operator. If sensir readings carried out during execution fail to meet

these expectations, it is necessary to consider if and how the plan should be refined. 3
3.4.1. When to refine the plan 3
Every plan has a target probability of success and coverage TPSC and a desired confidence 8 just 3
as was prescribed in Chapter 2 on Page 17. A plan is refined when it is known with 8 confidence

that the probability of success and coverage of the current plan is below the desired TPSC. The distri-

bution-independent Nidas stopping criterion is used as in Chapter 2 to decide when sufficient exam-

ples have been gathered to conclude whether (Xi - TPSC) < 0 with 8 confidence where Xi is a mea-

surement of the probability of success and coverage of the plan for one example. The Nddas function 3
and the measurement function for probability of success and coverage are both found in the

Appendix. I

Beyond the above procedure, a statistical analysis is not performed to evaluate different courses of I
action during refinement as it was in the algorithm presented in Chapter 2. because we employ a 3
powerful heuristic for determining which of several failures (and thus rcfincmcnts) to pursue. Al-

10. Details of the SIMPLEX algorithm can he found in l Prcss86. pp. 312-3261.
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though a more rigorous statistical evaluation of the different alternatives could be performed in the

implementation, gathering such quantities of experimental evidence is expensive and the heuristics

suffice as we will show with our experimental results in Chapters 4 and 5.

3.4.2. Failure hypotheses

Once a decision has been made to refine the plan, it is necessary to f'md candidate hypotheses for

why the plan failed. In permissive planning, all failure hypotheses indicate a single inequality con-

straint which is considered to have failed and attribute the failure to one of its argument quantities

based on an approximation. That is, all failures are considered to be rooted in bad explicit approxi-

mations. Let Approximate(vi) hold if vi is explicitly approximate. Let Inequality-Constraint(x) hold

if and only if x E { <, > , posineq, negineq . Let Coefficient(i,v) return the coefficient of variable

v in inequality i for predicates posineq and negineq, return 1 if the variable is the second argument

of a • predicate or the first argument of a a predicate, and return -1 if the variable is the first

argument of a < predicate or the second argument of a > predicate. Failure hypotheses can be

expressed as follows:

Let Eg - the generalized explanation structure
Let e - the failing expectation (a node in the explanation structure Eg).

The set of failure hypotheses is (<il,vl>, ... , <in,v,>} where

3i5 , vi, F such that Multiple - Leaf- Supports(F, e, Eg) A ii E F A

Inequality-Constraint(Predicate(ii)) A vi E Arguments(i1) A Coefficient(i,, vi) <> 0 A
Approximate(vi)

These hypotheses can be ranked with regard to the specific failure state using the -'distance to fail-

ure" of each inequality constraint and the identified argument. Since according to our assumptions

regarding errors, small deviations tend to be more common than large deviations, this method of or-

dering assures that the most likely failure hypotheses are explored first.
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I
3.4.3. Tuning hypotheses 3
The tuning hypotheses for each failure hypothesis explores all possible ways in which single control-

lable parameters can be increased or decreased to reduce the chance of the hypothesized failure.

It is the responsibility of the user to identify those parameters which the system may use in tuning. 3
If the user allows a parameter p to be used in tuning the predicate Controllable(p) holds.

Given a failure hypothesis <i,v>, the type of inequality and the argument coefficient prescribe

whether v should be increased or decreased. A controllable parameter must then be found which

moves v in the desired direction. The tuning hypothesis consists of a pair <pm> where p is the con-

trollable parameter and m is a mode (m E {increase, decrease)).

Tuning hypotheses can be expressed as follows: 3
Let <i,v> be a failure hypothesis

Let tm (tuning mode) - increase iff I
((Predicate(i) E { <5, posineqo) A (Coefficient(i, v) > 0)) V
((Predicate(i) E { a, negineq)) A (Coefficient(i, v) < 0)) I

Let tm (tuning mode) - decrease iff

((Predicate(i) CE f a, negineq) A (Coefflcient(i, v)> 0)) VI
((Predicate(i) E { >, posineqj) A (Coefficient(i, v) < 0))

For each failure hypothesis <i,v> the set of tuning hypotheses is I
{<Pl,ml>,....,<pn,mn> where

3pi, mi such that

(tin - increase A Controllable(pi) A Q+(pi, v) A mi - increase) V 1
(t.i - increase A Controllable(pi) A Q-(p" , v) A mi - decrease) V
(tin - decrease A Controllable(pi) A Q+(pi, v) A mi - decrease) V
(tin - decrease A Controllable(pi) A Q-(pi, v) A mi - increase)

Here, the predicate Q+(a,b) signifies that an increase in the quantity b results in an increase in the

quantity a and a decrease in the quantity b results in a decrease in the quantity a. The predicate

Q-(a,b) similarly signifies an inverse relationship between the two argument quantities. Since the
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relationships between quantities come from the explanation of the permissive plan, it is possible to

compute the exact relationship between any two such quantities.

Each tuning hypothesis seeks to decrease the chance of the hypothesized failure. The plan con-

straints supporting the failed expectation can affect its probability of success when their arguments

are explicit approximations. The tuning hypothesis seeks to increase the probability that the hypoth-

esized failing inequality will succeed. If a controllable parameter and direction exist which can suc-

cessfully accomplish this, it is guaranteed to be included in the set of tuning hypotheses.

3.4.4. An algorithm for permissive plan refinement

Let ETR C ProjectedRegion C S'Gp be a region defined by the conjunction of the plan constraints

and the learned constraints which impose lower and upper bounds on parameter values. Let

P E ETR be a vector of parameter values. Let LiXTR(P) and UiEMrR(P) be linear functions which

give the lower and upper bounds on the value of parameter Pi as a function of the other parameter

values Pj with j d i. These lower and upper limits may be changed during refinement but are ini-

tially set to reflect the plan constraints. Let Utiliz-mR(Pi) be a piecewise linear utility function with

one or two pieces. If UtiliEgR(Pi) has two pieces, they are noted Utill i,ETR(Pi) and Util2ijETr(Pi).

UtiliTm(Pi) is initially set to a constant value for all dimensions i to give a completely flat utility

function over the ETR before any refinement has taken place.

The refinement algorithm takes as input a tuning hypothesis <Pnmode> where Pi is a particular plan

parameter to be tuned and mode is either increasing or decreasing to indicate the direction to tune.

Recall that a statistical technique has been used prior to our refinement algorithm to decide if it is

necessary to perform refinement to achieve the target success rate for the plan. The first step in the

refinement algorithm is to check if the size of ETR is below a small fixed threshold where further

refinement would make the plan very unlikely to apply. If ETR is still of sufticient size, refinement

continues. The result of refinement may be to change either the learned constraints (by changing
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LiETR(,P), Ui,,"(P) , and/or Utili.T,(Pi) ) or one or more of the weights wi in the overall linear I

utility function. How the learned constraints are changed depends on the tuning hypothesis, the val-

ue of Pi for the failure, and the current state of the learned constraints. One of the following five

cases will apply, four requiring an update of the learned constraints and one requiring a change in

weights:

If UtiliizmR(Pi) is constant and the tuning hypothesis is < Pi, increasing > then UtilimTR(Pi) is giv-I

en a positive slope as shown in Figure 3.7. I
Initially Uti41,M(Pi) has a constant value to indicate no preference

among the possible values for Pi in the MTR

upper and lower bound
Relative Utilities of .... constraints given by linear

Values For Parameter Pi .. ... ...... n inequalities

Possible Values For shading indicates the
S Parameter Pi in nETR \ side of the line satisfy-

Paamte P ipE U iETR( • ing the inequality

UizM(P)
Utili.E(Pi) is modified to have a positive

slope to give a preference for larger possible

Relative Utilities of I
Values For Parameter Pi

Possible Values For r--------------i I
Parameter Pi in ETR I fie forj±iI

Figure 3.7. Refinement Case 1 I

If UtilgnR(P,) is constant and the tuning hypothesis is < Pi, decreasing > then Utilij.-yM(Pi) is giv- 3
en a negative slope as shown in Figure 3.8.

I
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Initially Uti4-gn(Pj) has a constant value to indicate no preference
among the possible values for Pi in the ETR

.upper and lower bound
Relative Utilities of ... Relv .e oconstraints given by linear

Values For Parameter Pi inequalities

Possible Values For shading indicates the

Parameter Pi in ETR side of the line satisfy-
, ing the inequality

LiETR(P) Utiu.MrR(Pi) is modified to have a negative /

slope to give a prefece for smaller possi-
ble values forP, in the ETR

Relative Utilities of I
Values For Parameter Pi

Possible Values For r.-.--.--.-------- --I Note: drawn with
Parameter Pi in ETR I allPfixedforj±i I

Figure 3.8. Refinement Case 2

This case applies if the tuning hypothesis is < Pi, increasing > and increasing is not consistent with

the piecewise linear function Utililn(Pi). Here, if the piecewise function at the value for Pi for

the failure is decreasing it is not consistent. The lower bound Li.Er1(P) is modified by adding a

constant to yield a value of Pi where Pi is the value of the parameter for the failure. A peak for the

piecewise linear function is chosen halfway between the new LiE7R(P) and Ui,ETR(P).

Utillizim(Pi) and Util2im(Pi) are then assigned positive and negative slopes, respectively, with

their intersection occurring at the peak value as shown in Figure 3.9.11

11. This refinement is consistent with that presented in Chapter 2 in that ETR is being increasingly constrained toelim-
inate failure. However, decisions such as adding a constant tothe lower bound or placing the peak of the utility function
exactly between the two bounds are decisions made in this implementation from many possible schemes which fit the
basic requirement of permissive planning.
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Util.M(Pi) with Utilli.ER(Pi) and Util2 j,ETR(Pi) with I
negative slope, positive and negative slope,.respectively.

i(PU (P) o (P) I UX(P)
Failing Failing

value of Fj value of Pi

New Lower Bound

Li~n(P)Peak

Relative Utilities of UtIi,5 -rR(P5) Util2i.-T,(P 1)
Values For Parameter Pi

Possible Values For r----------
Parameter Pi in ETR I dNorwit J I

Figure 3.9. Refinement Case 3

This case applies if the tuning hypothesis is < Pi, decreasing > and decreasing is not consistent with

the piecewise linear function Utili~m(Pi). Here, if the piecewise function at the value for Pi for I
the failure is increasing it is not consistent. The upper bound Uizmn(P) is modified by subtracting I
a constant to yield a value of Pi where Pi is the value of the parameter for the failure. A peak for

the piecewise linear function is chosen halfway between Liz •(P) and the new Ui.ETR(). U
UtillimE(Pi) and Util2jzm,(Pi) are then assigned positive and negative slopes, respectively, with

their intersection occurring at the peak value as shown in Figure 3.10.

I
This case applies if the tuning hypotheses is consistent with the piecewise linear function

UtildEM(P,) as shown in Figure 3.11. It must be the case that a utility preference constraint for

I
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Uti4.ER(Pi) with UtilliETR(Pi) and Util2i.,ER(Pi) with

positive slope, positive and negative slope.respectively.

Ke~i~1 OR L~
4,M( P) IUiFyR(P) Lj() I Ui""(F)

Failing Failing
value of Pi value of Pi

New Upper Bound
LizmT(P) Peak UizmT(p)

tv*

UtilhjEjw(Pi) Util2i.KM(Pi) Relative Utilities of
Values For Parameter Pi

Possible Values For r--INote: drawn with
Parameter Pi in ETR ll Pkfiorji

Figure 3.10. Refinement Case 4

Uti4,ETR(Pi) is already an
increasing function.

another parameter must
"- have prevented Pi from

Relative Utilities of - assuming a larger valueValues For Parameter Pi

The failure occurs here and o dr withPosibeVe s For the tuning hypothesis suggests

Parameter Pi in ETR increasing the value of Pi.

Figure 3.11. An Instance of Refinement Case 5

another parameter or parameters with weights greater than or equal tc +he weight for parameter Pi

compete with the preferences for setting P,. If this is not the case, then ETR can be modified no fur-

ther in the way the tuning hypothesis suggests. The weights for the parameters must be adjusted such

that the weight for P, is greater than the weight for the competing parameter(s). Every requested

weight adjustment can be viewed as imposing more constraints on the weights. If it ever becomes
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the case that the necessary new weight constraints cannot be satisfied while maintaining previous

weight constraints, the tuning hypothesis can no longer be implemented with the plan.

We assume, without loss of generality, that each weight wi is subject to the initial constraints

e < wi < 1 where c is a very small positive real number. We use F to avoid the degenerate weight

solution of all zero-valued weights. I

Recall that parameter values are selected by choosing values for any underconstrained continuous I
parameters for each of the finite sets of binding sets for the discrete leaf supports. These are then

combined by evaluating the result for each of the binding sets using the same scheme. In fact, be-

cause preferences are linear and are combined by a linear global utility function, there exists a dis-

crete set of parameter value vectors, one for each binding set and set of extreme values within the

set. One of the elements of the parameter value vector set gives the optimal value of the global utility I
function with respect to continuous parameters for each possible set of parameter weights. When

some specific value for the weights is given, the effect of calling the optimization function is to pro-

duce the parameter value vector from this set giving the highest utility. In reasoning about a failure

in choice of relative weights between parameters, the system seeks to influence which of the possible

parameter value vectors is chosen. I

Let PVVS be the parameter value vector set discussed above. Let C, be the current set of constraints I
on values assigned to the weights wi associated with each parameter Pi at the time of the failure.

Let <P,,mode> be the tuning hypothesis. Let Utili.ET? be the piecewise linear utility function (com-

bining Utilli.E77 and UtiI2,.ETR). The weight constraint update algorithm, given below, returns

weight constraints (if any) which can be added to prevent the encountered failure.

I
I
I
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Let NewConstraintSets = {}
Foreach PS E PVVS Do
Begin

If (moving from value Pi to value PS; (at the time offailure) satisfies the
direction of tuning indicated in the tuning hypothesis) A

Satisfiable( C, A • (UtiliTm(PSi) - UtiliEM(Pi)))wi > E) Then
i-I

NewConstraintSets =

NewConstraintSets U {Cw U (tili -

End

The Satisfmble predicate in the above algorithm holds if and only if a solution for the weights wi

exists satisfying all constraints in CQ as well as the additional linear constraint. Epsilon is a very

small positive real number which ensures that the candidate parameter value set which satisfies the

tuning direction of the tuning hypothesis will be selected over the current parameter value set.

The procedure maintains a search space of possible sets of constraints on weights for the plan in the

current state of parameter constraints. If the constraint update algorithm is unable to produce a new

consistent constraint set, a previously unexplored constraint set is made active. The current active

set of weight constraints is used in the selection of a set of weights for plan application.

3.5. Maintaining a Plan Library

We have seen how refinement of a single permissive plan proceeds. However, a permissive planning

system must maintain a library of permissive plans in various states of refinement. In order to facili-

tate testing the application of permissive plans and because of substantial overlap in preconditions

between differently refined variants of a base plan, it is efficient to index plans in a plan application

tree. Every link in the tree corresponds to one or more plan preconditions which must be satisfied

to traverse the link. An ordered set of 0 or more plans is attached to each tree node. The application

tree is traversed in depth-first fashion. If a node is reached through application of the preconditions

at links above it, the plans at the node are applicable.
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I
A permissive planning system is not guaranteed to be able to find a working plan for every goal and 3
situation. If any of the links in the plan application tree can be traversed, yet no applicable plan is

found, then the permissive planner is unable to generate a working plan given the domain theory,

goal, world state, and plan success criteria defined for the system. This is true because all possible

initial general plans for a goal are indexed as well as all possible plan refinements for encountered

failures. Plans may be removed from the tree if they fail and further refinement is not possible.

If no links in the application tree were successfully traversed, then a set of explanations is generated I
for how the goal may be achieved from the current state. Those explanations are generalized and g
packaged into general plans which are then indexed in the plan application tree. U
In plan refinement, a set of failure hypotheses are generated based on a failed expectation. A set

of tuning hypotheses is generated for each failure hypothesis. Each tuning/failure hypothesis pair 3
is considered (in the order of failure plausibility discussed earlier). If the refinement cannot be made

to the plan (e.g., the plan is sufficiently constrained with regard to the parameter in question that no n

further tuning would be of use), the tuning/failure pair is rejected. If the refinement can be made,

a copy of the plan is made and refined. If no learned bound constraints are changed in refinement,

and hence the preconditions have not changed, the new plan is indexed at the same node as the cur-3

rent plan. If a bound constraint is changed, a corresponding precondition is added via a link extend-

ing below the node where the current plan is indexed and the new plan is attached to a new node n

below this link. Once all of the tuning/failure hypothesis pairs have been processed, the original plan

is removed from the tree (now replaced by its tuned variants). Plans at a node and sibling nodes in

the tree are always ordered by plausibility of the failures which gave rise to them. I

Our implementation of permissive planning described here mirrors the theoretical account given in 3
Chapter 2 but with several important differences. The implementation has been modulated by a need

to work with a concrete explanation structure supporting the plan. Consequently, using that explana- I
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tion structure, parameters could be identified, which led to our approximated space S'GP. Rather

than limit ourselves to axis-aligned constraints, we sought more expressive power in the implemen-

tation by allowing general linear constraints. Learned utility constraints were introduced to help

guide selection of parameters within the ETR. To reduce the number of examples needed prior to

tuning, a statistical evaluation is only employed to determine if to refine, not how to refine. In the

next two chapters we introduce two domains in which the implementation was employed and give

empirical results of the approach.
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4. PERMISSIVE PLANNING IN THE GRASPING DOMAIN I

In order to demonstrate and test our approach, we chose a complex real-world domain where uncer-

tainty plays a role: robotic grasping. The goal in this domain is to learn to control a robotic manipula- I
tor to successfully grasp objects in its workspace. Planning of grasps for arbitrarily shaped objects

is still an active research problem, as evidenced by the number of related papers presented at the 1992 3
IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Automation. Uncertainty is one primary difficulty

in this domain. Sensors do not return precise information. Visual sensors seeking to identify or help

represent the objects are very sensitive to placement of the light source. For example, an observer 3
blocking some of the light may actually be affecting visual sensing of the objects. Force sensors used

on the manipulator also are subject to errors so that the precise position at which the manipulator I
first contacts an object is not known exactly. The robotic manipulator also cannot be completely

precise in its movement. The system must represent the world in order to construct plans for carrying I
out its actions. For example, in using visual sensors to model an object or in recognizing objects

and retrieving a pre-stored model, that model exists at some resolution. The greater the resolution,

the more information that must be considered in planning to grasp the object. Therefore, in order 3
to allow plans to be constructed in a reasonable amount of time, object models must be simplified.

Altogether, the robotic grasping domain provides a challenging testbed for learning techniques.

Figure 4.1 shows the laboratory setup. Our implementation of permissive planning is called I
GRASPER and is written in Common Lisp running on an IBM RT125. GRASPER is interfaced with 3
a frame grabber connected to a camera mounted over the workspace. The camera produces bitmaps

from which object contours are extracted by the system. The system also controls an RTX 3
SCARA-type robotic manipulator. The RTX has encoders on all of its joint motors and the capability

to control many parameters of the motor controllers including duty cycle (of motor current). This

gives the system a rudimentary capability of detecting collisions with the RTX gripper. If a large 3
enough duty cycle is used with the motor to overcome the friction of the joint and the position encod-
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Figure 41. GRASPER Expemental Setup

er indicates no movement, an obstacle has been encountered. This type of sensing gives rudimentary

force feedback during execution of a plan. Such feedback is important for carrying out monitored

actions in the world.

One test of the GRASPER system in the robotics grasping domain is to successfully grasp the plastic

pieces from puzzles designed for young children. Since the pieces are laminar (relatively flat and

of fairly uniform thickness), an overhead camera is used to sense piece contours. The GRASPER

system could potentially be extended to work with three-dimensional objects given sufficient hard-

ware to return three-dimensional object information. These laminar pieces we use have interesting

shapes and are large enough, yet challenging, to grasp. The goal is to demonstrate improving per-

formance at the grasping task over time in response to failures. The failures that the current imple-

mentation learns to overcome, when using isolated grasp targets, include learning to open wider to

avoid stubbing the fingers on an object, learning to prefer more parallel grasping faces to prevent
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I
unstable grasps, learning to grip with more force to keep the object from twisting out of grasp, and 3
learning to grasp near the center of mass of the object to minimize twisting. Detailed examples of

three of these failures follow later in this chapter.

4.1. Execution and Monitoring for Robotics 3
Every operator employed in the plan has a set of associated sensor expectations expected to hold

during and after its execution. Sensors can be monitored during execution of a plan to see if their •

actual execution trace deviates from the expected profile. If the expectations are violated, failure

refinement can begin. The expectations also describe acceptable bounds on sensor readings at termi-

nation of the operation.

A profile for a set of sensors is a series of one or more partial sensor-based state specifications. First, 3
let us consider how such sensor-based states can be specified. Suppose that we are slowly closing

a robotic gripper on an object which is known to be between the gripper fingers. Further suppose

that the two independent sensors we are interested in are the opening width of the gripper and the

force which resists closure of the gripper. The partial state specification for the case in which the

gripper still has not contacted the object can be represented by intervals on the values of the two sen-

sors as shown in Figure 4.2:

Opening Width: [10.5,1001 (width of object is 10.5, maximum opening is 100)

Resisting Force: [0,5] (5 is a small threshold above which the gripper fingers
must both have made contact with the object)

This region is represented by the cross-hatched rectangle at the bottom of the diagram. Also shown 3
is the vertical rectangle representing the expected partial state as the object is squeezed more tightly

to establish a strong contact between the gripper and the target object. This is shown by the shaded

rectangle oriented vertically. The rectangle has a small width because of flexing that takes place

as force is applied. A failure during squeezing, such as the object slipping away. would be repre-

I
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maximum force
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10.5 Opening Width 100

Figure 4.2. Two Sensor-based Partial States

sented by a departure from this expected rectangle. The departure would be to the left of the rectan-

gle eventually ending close to the point (0,64) where the gripper has closed strongly on itself.

Figure 4.3 shows a profile for squeezing the gripper on a piece which consists of a series of the two

sensor-based states of Figure 4.2. The figure also illustrates one possible sensor trace which adheres

to the profile and thus satisfies the expectations for the squeezing operation.

The profiles just described are an important part of the system's monitoring capability. It is impor-

tant that the system be able to represent the actions to be carried out, the expected outcomes of those

actions, and the justifications for those outcomes. In the robotic grasping domain, the set of actions
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Figure 4.3. A Profile for Squeezing a Piece

to be monitored is a set of motor commands to the manipulator. These may occur as individual motor

moves as with a command to move the arm up the column in the case of our SCARA-type manipula-

tor. A group of simultaneously applied primitives may also be monitored. For instance, in moving 3
the manipulator while grasping an object, force has to be continually applied to squeeze the object

while the other joints' moves are being carried out. In this case, the expectation profile may apply I
both to whether the object is sensed between the fingers and whether an external force is sensed by

the arm during the motion.

I
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MONITOR(<actions>,<expectations>,<terminations>,<support>)
A 6 4I I I

r ----- L-I I

I A set of primitive actions I I
I to be executed concurrently I _..- - --- - ----

r ----------------------------. I1r--------------------------i Pointer to explanation

I A DNF expression referencing built-in systemI supporting expectations
predicates, sensor values, and sensor trace features 1

I which defines successful execution I
L --------------------------- I I

r -------- ----- ----------------- I
I A DNF expression referencing built-in system predi- I
I cates and sensor values which defines the termination

condition for the set of actions (other than a failure of
I._expectations which also terminates the action) I

Figure 4.4. Syntax for Monitored Actions

Figure 4.4 illustrates the syntax of monitors in the grasping implementation. The monitor specifies

one or more coordinated actions which are performed simultaneously. Expectations are specified

which are evaluated continually during execution, in the case of sensor expectations, and are also

checked after termination of the action, in the case of expected features of a full sensor trace. Termi-

nations specify under which normal conditions the set of actions should be halted. The action is also

terminated if the expectations fail to hold during execution. Any monitored set of actions employed

in a plan must have its expectations justified. The support field of a monitor specifies a predicate

which, if proven, justifies that the expectations will hold throughout execution of the monitor.

Suppose that we wished to monitor the gripper position and detected a force while attempting to sur-

round an object. Let us assume the expected profile is that shown in Figure 4.2 on Page 51. This

profile is justified by an explanation supporting why the grasp chosen is a stable one. Figure 4.5

shows a monitored action that satisfies these conditions. The Move-Gripper primitive action is spe-

cified and the direction of movement is to close the gripper (this monitored action would be used

when the gripper already surrounds the object). The expression for the expectations ensures that

during execution the force and position of the gripper lie in one of the two rectangles defining the
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MONITOR( Move-Gripper(Gripperl,Closed),-------- ... i Primitive action: move gripper I
I In "closed" direction I
L----------------------------a

(f < 5 A f > 0 A w < 100 A w > 10.5) V E------ ----------

(f>5 A f<64Aw<11A w>10) I _1

f> 61, * ---- - - - - - - ---------- Te -ination expression

Abbreviations!rL -- -------------

Stable-Grasp(Gripperl ....)) -*---Justificaonj f=Force(Gripperl)
w-Width(Gripperl) i

Figure 4.5. An Example of a Monitored Action I
profile as shown in Figure 4.2 on Page 51. It also ensures that when execution has stopped that the

final resulting force should exceed 60 units and the final width should be greater than 10 units. The 3
expression defining the expectations terminates the action if the force and position ever leaves both

rectangles defining the profile. It also terminates the action if the force exceeds 61 units and lies

in the vertical rectangle. This is the expected termination. The support for the monitored expecta-

tions is justified by a proof that the planned grasp is stable. U
In our above example, the expectations and terminations are expressed using the current force and

opening width of the gripper during execution. The expectations are also based on an expected final 3
reading for the force and position at the time the action terminates. In general, the expectations and

terminations may reference predicates known to the system as well as sensors available on the ma- I
nipulator. For actual execution on the robot, the sequence of monitored actions specified by a plan 3
is compiled into a Common Lisp program for rapidly checking the sensors while the actions proceed.

Many tradeoffs exist in the monitoring process. For instance, since sensors take time to read, the 3
faster the actions are carried out, the smaller is the number of sensor readings which can be obtained.

Furthermore, one might read more types of sensors during execution but each will have a lesser num-U

ber of readings because of the time constraint. However, because of the permissive planning ap-

proach, the plans are improved in spite of these factors.
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4.2. Two Detailed Learning Episodes in the Piece Grasping Domain

We will first present two experiments with system grasp performance before giving overall empiri-

cal results on a larger collection of objects.

4.2.1. Experiment 1

Our first experiment will involve grasping plastic puzzle pieces. These are the same pieces and

theory which are used in empirical testing for the grasping domain.

4.2.1.1. Example 1

Figure 4.6 shows the system's status display during a grasping task. First, the system uses the camera

to acquire contour information about objects in the workspace. These contours are shown in the up-

per-left comer of the figure. Next, the contours are approximated with n-gons which result in
L2

. (n2 -n) possible unique grasping face pairs for each object. These approximated object contours

appear in the upper-right quadrant of Figure 4.6. The algorithm chooses a value for n such that an

approximation to the object is possible within a certain error threshold. The approximated object

representations as well as the current information about the state of the robot manipulator are as-

serted in the initial situation from which the system will apply the plan. The target object is then

selected and an explanation is generated for how to achieve a grasp of the target (if no current permis-

sive plan applies). Figure 4.7 highlights the selected target object. The heavy line indicates the ap-

proximation to the object contour while the lighter pixels show the actual sensed object contour

points. The arrows indicate the positions of the leading edges of the fingers for the grasp position

chosen. The explanation supporting this grasp position involves a total of about 300 nodes with a

maximum depth of 10 levels.
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Vision Data Modem Explored: 380 Approximated ObJectx

Parameter Name: CHS*OIMCE Objmt. O8Cr4543

Figure 4.6. System Status Display During Grasp of Object4543

Solid black line segments show Lighter grypoints are cam-3
data approximation of contour / era-sensed contour points.

X Arrows illustrate planned
finger positions.3

Photo of Actual Object

Figure 4.7. Grasp Target and Planned Finger Positions
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Chosen-Opening-Width(?Gripper,?X,?Y,?Angle,?Object,?Chosen-Width) -- C.onsequentj

[ t -cedents-

Gripper-Perp-Width(?Gripper,?S pan) A
Min-Span-For-Object(?Object,?X,?Y,?Angle,?Span,?Left,?Right) A

Sum(?Left,?Right,?Min-Open) A-*- -- -- ----------------minium opening sfi-I
Max-Gripper-Opening(?Gripper,?Max-Open) A ge..rs do not collide with object. I

?Chosen-Width < ?Max-Open A Constraint o- -oi - -------

?Min-Open < ?Chosen-Width e- t i

Figure 4.8. A Rule Showing Some Constraints on Opening Width

One of the rules employed in the explanation is shown in Figure 4.8. This rule is employed to con-

strain the chosen opening width of the gripper to be wide enough to surround the piece but no wider

than the maximum opening width for the gripper. Notice that the last two antecedents of the rule

are inequality constraints.12 The value for ?Chosen-Width in this rule, which corresponds to the cho-

I sen opening width for the gripper, is underconstrained and qualifies as a tunable parameter. In this

case, initially we have a constant utility function for the plan's opening width parameter. A move-

ment of the gripper from its initially closed position to the minimum necessary opening width satis-

fies the constraints in this case. That opening is depicted by the separation of the arrows in Figure

4.7. After the explanation is generated, and its associated operator sequence executed, the monitored

Iaction shown in Figure 4.9 encounters a violation of the expected sensor readings. Figures 4.10 and

Primitie action: move arm
MONITOR( Move-Zed(GripperlDown),.-- - down column P

Force(Zed) < 30,o - Expectation expression__

Position(Zed) - 0, ----- .--- Terinaton expression
No-Gripper-Collision-Object(Gripperl ....))

Stopiwhen gripper is at table - r - Justification ,1

Check for no collisions with arm L__ ...- J

I Figure 4.9. The Failing Monitored Action

12. Simple posineq and negineq linear inequality constraints will be shown in their infix form in this chapter for
clarity.
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1
Zed force vs. time 1

26.00

24.00

The force ramps upsharply
, 000-to a value of over 30 units.
18.00 Resistance to arm motion is'

encountered beyond that
"16.00- ; due to friction of the arm it-

14.00- I self.I
12.00 JL-- ----- -_ -

6.00 •

4.001 H_

2.001--

10.00 12.00 14.00 16.00 18.00

Elapsed Time Since Start of Execution (Seconds)

Figure 4.10. Zed Force vs. Time into Action Sequence 3
4.11 show traces of force and position, respectively, plotted against time (in seconds) into the overall I
operator sequence.

The original explanation supporting No-Gripper-Colision-Object in the above monitored action

is now suspect due to the violated expectations. A sketch of the specific explanation is shown in 3
Figure 4.12. This explanation for why no external force should have been sensed during the down-

ward move of the gripper is the starting point for developing the tuning hypotheses. Explicitly ap- I
proximate quantities and tunable parameters employed in the explanation are identified. In particu- 3
lar, the constraint ?Min-Open _ ?Chosen-Width on opening width (from the rule in Figure 4.8 on

Page 57) is in the set of Multiple-Leaf-Supports as described in Chapter 3. The quantity ?Min-Open, 3
derived from the sensed width of the object at the point of the grasp, is an explicit approximation.

The quantity ?Chosen-Width is a tunable parameter. Therefore, the inequality constraint I
5



Zed position vs. time
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Figure 4.11. Zed Position vs. Time into Action Sequence

(NO-GRIPPER-COLLISION-OBJECT GRIPPER 1 289.62 267.53 -12.70 38.89 OBJECT4543)

(LEFT-FINGER-OF GRIPPER1 FINGER1)

(NON-INTERSECTING-GRIPPER-FINGER-OBJECT GRIPPERI FINGER1 289.62 267.53 -12.70 38.89
OBJECT4543)

Subprooffor translating finger to appropriate opening width (6facts, 8 built-in functions)

Subprooffor counter-rotating object center for clipping against finger (8 built-in functions)

Subprooffor calculating extents and checking for overlap (7 built-in functions)

(RIGHT-FINGER-OF GRIPPERI FINGER2)

(NON-INTERSECTING-GRIPPER-FINGER-OBJECT GRIPPER1 FINGER2 289.62 267.53 -12.70 38.89
OBJECT4543)

Subprooffor translating finger to appropriate opening width (6facts. 8 built-in functions)
SHARED Subprooffor counter-rotating object center for clipping against finger (8 built-in functions)

Subprooffor calculating extents and checking for overlap (7 built-in functions)

Figure 4.12. Explanation Specific to Failure
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Initial utility for opening width is constant exhibiting I
no preference for values between the bounds.

Relative Utilities .. . I
of Values for

Opening Width

Possible Values For
Lower bound is minimum Gripper Opening Width Upper bound depends on
Loperningwidh maximum opening width ofopening width necessary gipradpoiiyo
to surround target object Utility for opening width is modified to ngripper and proximity ofb

tsrutre e have a positive slope and thus to prefer nearby objects
larger widths.I

Relative Utilities
of Values for

Opening Width .. .

Possible Values for
Gripper Opening Width 3

Figure 4.13. The Chosen-Opening-Width Parameter Utility Function Before and After Tuning U
?Min-Open < ?Chosen-Width is an element of the set of failure hypotheses due to a possible error

in ?Min-Open. By the distance heuristic, it is also the most likely to have failed with ?Min-Open I
and ?Chosen-Width having almost the same value at the time of failure. 3
The corresponding tuning hypothesis suggests that the tunable parameter ?Chosen-Width be in- 3
creased thus making the inequality more likely to hold. A positive slope is then given to the utility

function for opening width. Figure 4.13 illustrates the shape of the opening-width parameter's util- 3
ity function before (top) and after (bottom). The new utility function will now always prefer to

choose the widest opening width possible for the grasp. When the refined permissive plan is applied, I
the resulting gripper finger positions are as illustrated in Figure 4.14. 1

4.2.1.2. Example 2 3
Next, after the system has learned to open widely when grasping objects, a second object is presented

for grasping. Figure 4.15 shows the system status display while initially planning the grasp for this I

I
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Solid black line segments show Lighter gray points are cam-

data approximation of contour ra-sensed object contour points

Arrows illustrate planned
finger positions

Figure 4.14. A Successful Wide Grasp

Viasio Ifta Modes Isplnare: 90 Approximated Objects

Figure 4.15. System Status Display During Grasp of Object5593

object. Figure 4.16 highlights the selected target object. The dark line indicates the polygonal object

approximation and the light colored pixels show the sensed object contour points. The arrows ilkis-
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Solid black line segments show -- ------- Arrows illustrate planned I
data approximation of contour finger positions

Lighter gray points are cam-

era-sensed contour points
Photo of actual object

Figure 4.16. Grasp Target and Planned Finger Positions

trate the planned positions for the fingers in the generated grasping plan. Notice, that the fingers

are open well clear of the object due to the tuned opening-width parameter learned in the first exam-

ple. Generally, the opening-width parameter is the first one to be tuned because striking the objects 3
while attempting to surround them is a fairly common error. However, the parameter regarding ac-

ceptable angles between contact faces still has only the initial flat utility function. The angle be-

tween chosen faces must be greater than 0 (parallel) and less than the angle at which slipping occurs

according to the friction coefficient between the gripper and faces being grasped (45 degrees, here). U
All angles fitting these criteria are treated as equally desirable. Consequently, the two faces chosen 3
for this grasp should be acceptable given the specified friction coefficient. After the explanation

is generated, and its associated operator sequence executed, the monitored action shown in Figure 3
4.17 encounters a violation of the expected sensor readings. The traces in Figure 4.18 and Figure

4.19 show, respectively, plots of gripper force and gripper position with time (in seconds) into the

overall execution sequence. 3
The original explanation for the stable-grasp goal indicated in the above monitored action is now 3
suspect due to the violated expectations. A sketch of the specific explanation is shown in Figurc

4.20. This explanation for why a stable grasp should have been achieved is the starting point for 3
developing the tuning hypotheses. Explicitly approximate quantities and tunable parameters
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MONITOR(Move-Gripper(Gripperl,Closed), -- j Primitive action: move gripperI

I In "closed" direction I

(Width(Gripperl) > 1), , --- ---- ,Vxpectation expression 7
------------------------- Termmatio esso,

L xpression
A L

Stable-Grasp(Gripperl,...) )
/ / .... ' J~usti ficatin "

"closure force of 60 units terminates close .....
gripper closes on something (at least 1mm wide)

Figure 4.17. The Failing Monitored Action

Gripper force vs. time
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Figure 4.18. Gripper Force vs. Time into Action Sequence

employed in the plan support proof are identified. The angle between the faces selected for grasping

is supported by the inequality ?Face-Angle < ?Friction-Angle (shown in fully instantiated form

at the bottom of the support structure for Stable-Grasp in Figure 4.20). This constraint is one of the

set of Multiple-Leaf-Supports as described in Chapter 3. The quantity ?Friction-Angle is computed

as the arctangent of the friction coefficient which is a known explicitly approximate quantity. Since
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Figure 4.19. Gripper Position (Width) vs. Time into Action Sequence 3
(STABLE-GRASP GRIPPERI OBJECT5593 ((RELATIVE-FACE FACE5594 -12.6 -19.3 177.61 24.02) I

(RELATIVE-FACE FACE5596 23.4 17.7 311.01 30.48)))

(CONTACT-ANGLE ((RELATIVE-FACE FACE5594 -12.6 -19.3 177.61 24.02)
(RELATIVE-FACE FACE5596 23.4 17.7 311.01 30.48)) 41.83) I

Subproof of 19 Built-in functions

(MATERIAL GRIPPERI SMOOTH-PLASTIC) 3
(MATERIAL OBJECT494 SMOOTH-PLASTIC)

(FRICTION-COEFFICIENT SMOOTH-PLASTIC SMOOTH-PLASTIC 1) 1
(DEGATANI 1 45.0)

.83 45.0) Figure 4.20. Explanation Specific to Failure I

there are multiple faces on the object which qualify as having the correct angle, the quantity 3
?Face-Angle is a tunable parameter. The constraint ?Face-Angle < ?Friction-Angle is a member

of the set of failure hypotheses. The specific instantiation of the constraint at the time of failure was I
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I Initially all legal contact angles are equally rated.

Relative Utilities of Values
for Contact Angle

I Possible Values for Contact
Angle Parameter Maximum angle which fric-

0 parallel faces tion coefficient formaterialsIThe utility function for contact angles is in contact allows
modified to have a negative slope thusI preferring momr parallel faces.

Relative Utilities of Values 77,I.

I for Contact Angle

Possible Values for Contact
Angle Parameter

Figure 4.21. The Contact-Angle-Constraint Parameter Utility Function Before and After Tuning

41.83 •45.0. The values are sufficiently close to make it the leading candidate failure hypothesis.

n The associated tuning hypothesis suggests decreasing the quantity ?Face-Angle to make the con-

straint more likely to be satisfied. This amounts to preferring more parallel sides for grasping. Fig-

ure 4.21 illustrates the shape of the contact-angle parameter's utility function before (top) and after

(bottom) tuning has occurred. The utility function now prefers the most parallel faces. Figure 4.22

i Solid black line segments show
data approximation of contour.

I •Arrows illustrate planned

eaes ofinger 
positions.

Lighter gray points are cam- -,-I era-sensed object contour
points.

i Figure 4.22. Successful Grasp Employing Tuncd Parameter Constraining Contact Anglc
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I

Figure 4.23. A Challenging Piece for the RTX to Grasp I
shows the new more permissive plan as applied to the same object. In this case, the most parallel

faces are preferred over those picked in the earlier plan application. 3
4.2.2. Experiment 2 3
In our second experiment, our goal was to explore tradeoffs between different plan parameters. We, 3
therefore, utilized a set of heavier and larger wooden pieces for which tradeoffs occur. A domain

theory was employed that supports legal grasps anywhere along two legal grasping faces of the ob- I
ject. This allows tradeoffs to arise between clearance around the object, the distance from the center

of mass of the object, and the force used to squeeze and lift the piece.

4.2.2.1. Example 1

Figure 4.23 shows a large wooden piece which presents a challenging grasp target for our system. U
It is large and heavy enough that a successful grasp will come very close to the gripper opening and 3
gripper force limitations of the RTX manipulator we employ. It is also rather difficult for a person

to predict the best grasping site for the RTX from observation without gathering experience with the 3
object and manipulator. Figure 4.24 shows the target object. The dark line indicates the polygonal

object approximation and the light colored pixels show the sensed object contour points. The arrows 3
6
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Arrows illustrate planned
" ,--- finger positions

Solid black line segments show
data approximation of contour

Lighter gray points are cam-

era-sensed contour pointsPhoto cf actual object y_

Figure 4.24. Grasp Target and Planned Finger Positions

illustrate the planned positions for the fingers in the generated grasping plan. The domain theory

we employed for oversized wooden pieces had added flexibility in allowing the grasp center to be

chosen anywhere along the chosen sides. This results in four parameters for this example: X (along

the major axis of the piece), Y (along the minor axis), Clearance (the minimum distance between

any gripper finger and the object while surrounding the piece), and Force (the duty-cycle given to

the motor while closing the gripper in grasping the piece). In the case of this object, only the two

long sides of the four-sided object approximation afford potential grasping positions. The pair of

short sides is too far apart for the gripper to surround. Any pairing of long and short sides results

in a contact angle too large for a stable grasp. Consequently, there is only one viable choice of faces

and face angle, unlike the examples of Experiment 1. The planned grasp of Figure 4.24 is near the

center of the piece but is centered toward the top. The gripper is open the maximum amount and

a minimum amount of force will be applied to lift the object. It is important to realize that the system

starts with no preferred values for the parameters. The initial arbitrary ordering of the constraints

as passed to the SIMPLEX algorithm in the implementation results in this choice of initial grasp pa-

rameters. Figure 4.25 shows execution of the plan. While attempting to surround the piece, the ex-

pectations are violated when contact is made prior to reaching the table. As this example involves
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Stubs

I

Before Surrounding Piece While Attempting to Surround Piece

Figure 4.25. Execution of the First Planned Grasp 3
several steps, we will omit the force and position plots which show the expectation violations. The

plots and expectations are similar to those seen in the previous experiment.

I
A number of competing failure and tuning hypotheses are generated. The one the system rates as

the most likely to eliminate the failure increases the clearance between the gripper and object. The Ul
quantity Clearance is a parameter of the plan. A preference is installed to prefer the maximum clear- 3
ance for this plan.

I
The system once again uses the camera to look at the workspace since the object may have been

moved by the last failed grasp. The target object is once again approximated from the camera data. 3
The permissive plan is again applied to grasping the object. Figure 4.26 shows the resulting planned

grasp. In this grasp, the narrowest end of the object is preferred as it provides the desired maximum m

clearance and no preference has yet been expressed for the other plan parameters. In this case, them

X parameter is at a minimum, the Y parameter is in the middle of its range, and the force appliedm

is at a maximum. The minimum force required is a function of the distance from the center of mass.3

A large force is required here because the planned grasp is far from the center of mass of the piece.

The photo sequence of Figure 4.27 shows execution of the planned grasp. Unlike the first planned I_
U
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Arrows illustrate planned
finger positions

IX

Solid black line segments show Lighter gray points are cam-
data approximaticoi of contour era-sensed contour points

Figure 4.26. Grasp Target and Second Planned Finger Positions

IA . .. . .. .. : . : .::

....
,....:.:::........::

Before Surrounding Piece After Surrounding Piece

I3

IAfter Squeezing Piece While Lifting Piece

GFigure 4.27. Execution of the Second Planned Grasp
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I
grasp, the gripper is able to successfully surround the piece and establish contact with it. However, 3
when it comes to lifting the piece, the gripper does not impart sufficient force to counteract the torque

of the piece and the piece twists out of grasp (and falls from the gripper as the gripper is lifted higher).

The plan has an expectation that as the piece is lifted contact is maintained. In part, this is justified 3
by a proof that the forces and torques balance so that the piece may be lifted and remain stable. In

this case, this expectation is violated. A number of competing failure and tuning hypotheses result 3
from an analysis of the plan. The tuning hypothesis chosen as most likely to remedy the failure is

the one which prefers larger X values. A better tuning hypothesis would have been to increase the I
amount of force applied by the gripper. However, the force was already at a maximum and could 3
be increased no further. A preference for large X values will ensure that the selected grasp lies closer

to the center of mass of the object than this failed grasp. The preference for increasing X values is 3
added to the permissive plan.

The system once again applies the plan for grasping the object. This time the planned grasp position g
is as illustrated in Figure 4.28. The chosen grasp attempts to maximize the values for the Clearance

and X plan parameters. The Y value is in the middle of the range (to maximize clearance) and the 3
force is significant but not at a maximum because the grasp is closer to the center of mass. The se- I

Arrows illustrate planned
fimger positions 4-

I
Solid black line segments show
data approximation of contour

lLightter grmayr points are camn-
era-sensed contour points

Figure 4.28. Grasp Target and Third Planned Finger Positions
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Before Attempting to Surround Piece After Attempting to Surround Piece

After Attempting to Make Contact With Piece

Figure 4.29. Execution of the Third Planned Grasp

quence of photos shown in Figure 4.29 shows execution of the plan. In this case, the gripper misses

the piece entirely, surrounding empty space and closing. The expectation is that contact be estab-

lished with the piece while closing. This expectation is based on a proof that the space occupied by

the gripper fingers and the approximation to the piece must intersect when the gripper closes after

surrounding the piece. This expectatio, is violated. The leading tuning hypothesis is to decrease

the value of the X parameter. This new preference combined with the previous preference for large

X values gives a two-piece linear preference function with a peak at the central possible X value.

The permissive planner is again applied to the object and results in the grasping position illustrated

in Figure 4.30. Here, a central grasping position is chosen with a large clearance. A minimum force

is used since the position is close to the center of mass. The photo sequence of Figure 4.31 depicts
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Arrows illustrate planned 3
finger positions - - -

Solid black line segments show
data approximation of contour!

"ý,-, ighter gray points are cam-
era-sensed contour points

Figure 4.30. Grasp Target and Fourth Planned Finger Positions

2 stubsI

Before Attempting to Surround the Piece While Attempting to Surround the Piece

Figure 4.31. Execution of the Fourth Planned Grasp 3
the result of this grasping attempt. The gripper stubs one finger on the piece in attempting to sur-3

round the object. This violates the expectation that no collision occur while surrounding the piece.

The leading tuning hypothesis indicates the value of the X parameter should be decreased. This will

allow further clearance around the piece. At the same time, an earlier preference exists for increas-

ing the X parameter value due to the failure at the small end of the piece. The two-piece linear prefer- I
ence function for the X value is adjusted to have its peak halfway between the point which just failed 3
and the narrow end of the piece.

7
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Arrows illustrate planned
finger positions X

Solid black line segments show
data approximation of contour .

%'Jlighter gray points are cam-
era-sensed contour points

Figure 4.32. Grasp Target and Fifth Planned Finger Positions

The permissive plan is applied again to grasping the object and results in the grasp indicated in Fig-

ure 4.32. This grasp has the gripper open to the maximum, is closer to the narrow end promoting

a larger clearance around the piece, and is closer to the center of mass giving a higher likelihood of

a stable grasp. The best point to grasp the object is dependent on a number of quantities for which

only approximate values are known including values not easily given by inspection such as the fric-

tion coefficient and center of mass. The photo sequence of Figure 4.33 shows that the permissive

planner has finally arrived at a successful grasping plan for this object.

Before Surrounding Piece After Surrounding Piece After Lifting Piece

Figure 4.33. Execution of the Fifth Planned Grasp
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I
4.2.2.2. Example 2 1
We presented a similar object to the system. The same permissive plan applied and gave the grasp 3
positions indicated in Figure 4.34. The photo sequence of Figure 4.35 shows the successful resulting

grasp. -

Arrows illustrate planned
't--finger positions

Solid black line segments show fg pt 3
data approximation of contour

S~I

Lighter gray points are cam- Iera-sensed contour points
Photo Of Actual Object Psto~

Figure 4.34. Grasp Target and Planned Finger Positio
for a Similar Object 3

I

~~~~~~~~~~~. . ... . . . . .. . .....'' ": : : :' ' ' ': :

Before Surrounding Piece After Surrounding Piece After Lifting Piece 3
Figure 4.35. Execution of the Grasp for a Similar Object

I
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4.3. Empirical Testing

The GRASPER system was given the task of achieving equilibrium grasps on the 12 smooth plastic

pieces of a children's puzzle. Figure 4.36 shows the gripper and several of the pieces employed in

Figure 4.36. Gripper and Pieces

these experiments. A random ordering and set of 3rientations were selected for presentation of the

pieces. Target pieces were also placed in isolation from other objects. That is, the workspace never

had pieces near enough to the grasp target to impinge on the decision made for grasping the target.

The first run was performed with plan refinement turned off. The results are illustrated in Figure

4.37. Failures observed during this run included finger stubbing failures where a gripper finger

struck the top of the object while moving down to surround it. Such a failure is depicted in the se-

quence of photos in Figure 4.38. Also observed were lateral slipping failures where, as the grippers

were closed, the object slipped out of grasp, sliding along the table surface. Figure 4.39 shows one

such failure. In the system's initial approximate representation for the world, the choice of grasping

faces is constrained only by the gripper being able to open wide enough to surround them and that

an equilibrium grasp is realizable with the current gripper-object friction coefficient (initially I
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Figure 4.37. Comparison of Tuning to Nontuning in Grasping the Pieces of a Puzzle

Figure 4.38. An Instance of a Finger Stubbing Failure

Figure 4.39. An Instance of a Horizontal Slipping Failure
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here). Since a friction coefficient of 1 is likely to be high for these materials, the choice of contact

faces is likely to be under-constrained initially, resulting in slipping failures. The choice of opening

width is the minimum deviation from the current opening width (initially 0 here) which satisfies the

approximate model of the grasp. Due to uncertainties in the world, this opening width may often

result in stubbing failures. Therefore, the error rate of our initial approximate plan was high resulting

in nine finger stubbing failures and one lateral slipping failure in 12 trials.

In our second run, refinement was turned on. An initial stubbing failure on Trial 1 led to a tuning

of the chosen-opening-width parameter which determines how far to open the gripper for the se-

lected grasping faces. Since the generated tuning hypothesis indicated that opening wider would

decrease the chance of this type of a failure, the system tuned the parameter to choose the largest

opening width possible (constrained only by the maximum gripper opening and possible collisions

with nearby objects). In the case of isolated grasp targets, opening to the maximum gripper width

is preferred. In Trials 2 and 3, finger stubbing failures did not occur as they had previously because

the opening width was greater than the object width for that orientation. Vertical slipping failures,

which the current implementation does not currently have knowledge about, did occur. Such a fail-

ure is illustrated in Figure 4.40. The system had to be told that a vertical slipping failure had occurred

instead of the lateral slipping failure it thought had occurred, because, without further knowledge

about vertical slipping failures and a means for detecting them, they look in other ways (the force

vs. position profile of the gripper closing) like a lateral slipping failure. Preventing vertical slipping

failures involves knowing shape information along the height dimension of the object. This could

be accomplished using a 3D sensing device like a laser scanner in a possible future extension of the

system. In Trial 5, a s2teral slipping failure is seen and the tuning hypothesis is to decrease the contact

angle between selected grasping surfaces through tuning the contact angle parameter. This is tuned

to prefer smaller contact angles. A single tuning for the finger stubbing and lateral slipping failures

was sufficient to eliminate those failures with isolated grasp targets.
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Figure 4.40. An Instance of a Vertical Slipping Failure i

The permissive planner performed well in the grasping domain and was able to quickly improve

plans by identifying and implementing tuning hypotheses. These hypotheses were identified using

the expectation failure and the supporting explanation for the plan. In the next chapter, where we

explore part orientation using a tiltable tray, we will have the opportunity to compare our approach

to one which abandons a classical domain theory in favor of tabulation of probabilities. This will

further highlight the significance of the permissive planning approach which can maintain classical

projection while refining plans for improved real-world performance.
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5. PERMISSIVE PLANNING IN THE TRAY-TILTING DOMAIN

In automated manufacturing, it is often necessary to take randomly oriented parts and deliver them

in a specific orientation. One might use a vibratory feeder to accomplish this but the feeder design

would have to be customized for every type of part which might be employed. More general tech-

niques can be employed where a robotic manipulator can be used to orient parts without requiring

physical changes to the line to accommodate different parts. Generally, this requires a skilled pro-

grammer to construct a program for orienting a specific part and to make the program robust enough

to handle likely contingencies. Manipulator part orientation can use fences which when swept

against a side of the part can cause it to come into a predictable alignment. Plans can then be devel-

oped taking into account the forces involved to theoretically achieve the desired orientation (in the

model). However, the real operating environment is inherently complex. The models used to con-

struct plans then tend either to be too simplistic to yield good results in the real world or they tend

to be very expensive taking into account numerical uncertainty ranges on all of the sensed data, mod-

elling the possible vibrations of a conveyer moving the part, etc. This has led to an interest in systems

which can be trained to perform tasks such as these and to improve their performance through experi-

ence.

Tray tilting has been investigated both analytically and empirically by a number of researchers

[Christiansen, Christiansen9O, Erdmann, Taylor87]. Following the approach of Christiansen, we

constructed a manipulator-controlled tiltable tray to allow a direct comparison of the permissive

planner with the stochastic approaches that use such a setup. Our setup is illustrated in Figure 5.1

and consists of a SCARA-type robotic manipulator controlling an lIx 11 inch aluminum tray. Our

experiments were performed with a 1 - x 1 - x 2 inch wooden block. An overhead camera
8 8 16

and vision system is used to sense the part configurations. In the tiltable tray, the tray's sides serve

the same function as manipulator controlled fences do for part orientation. The tray-tilting setup
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I

Figure 5.1. Setup for Tray-Tilting Domain I

represents a fairly complex environment. The manipulator controlling the tray is subject to control 3
errors which affect tray orientation' 3 , vision system sensor errors (shadows, poor lighting, etc...),

and a simplistic model of the rather complex aluminum tray (which is not uniformly smooth) and I
of the piece be-ing manipulated. Figure 5.2 shows a tilting sequence where the block spins in a 3
hard-to-predict way due to surface imperfections. This setup provides a good test for any learning

system seeking to function in a complex, uncertain environment. 3
As we are comparing a probability-based stochastic approach to permissive planning in this domain, I
we will first introduce the stochastic approach. Next, we discuss applying permissive planning in

this domain. This is followed by a detailed example contrasting the two approaches. Lastly, we pres-

ent the results of large numbers of empirical trials on both techniques.

5.1. The Stochastic Approach 3

In complex domains with uncertainty, the same action performed twice, from what is recognized I
as the same state of the world, may lead to different states. Stochastic approaches seek to model the

likelihoods of arriving at different states given a starting state and action. Data can be gathered

13. Control is different in our setup as compared with the CMU tray-tilting setup (Christiansen901 because our tray I
is handled by the manipulator like a frying pan and needs to simultaneously move a number of joints to achieve the
desired tilt.
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A mid-tray spin r Theftames in this sequence were taken I
I every 0.1 second during the tilt. Ioccurs here. L------------- .... -- _-J

Figure 5.2. A Tray Imperfection Imparts a Difficult-to-Predict Spin

through experience with a task which can enable state transition probabilities to be calculated. These

probabilities can be employed by a stochastic planner to produce plans which seek to accomplish

goals in uncertain environments. Probabilities are a powerful tool to summarize complex behaviors

in the domain which might be expensive to model explicitly. Stochastic techniques are an attempt

to move away from complex domain theories which render classical planning intractable. Unfortu-

nately, the stochastic techniques have problems as well. Any learning which occurs has an implicit

context. Applicability conditions for a particular plan are not learned. Gathering state transition

probabilities requires large numbers of trials. Due to the complexities of the algorithms used in plan-

ning with transition probabilities, discrete world state representations must be employed, often at

a very coarse level.

The stochastic planning algorithm we use for comparison is the one used by Christiansen and Gold-

berg [Christiansen9O0. It finds an optimal n-step plan for accomplishing a goal given a complete
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I
state transition matrix. Let Pa be the stochastic transition matrix where Pij is the conditional proba-

bility that state j is achieved from state i with action a. This representation assumes a finite set of

world states and actions. In the tray-tilting domain, the world is discretized into 18 possible states

as shown in Figure 5.3. There are horizontal and vertical configurations for the rectangular block 3
in each of nine sectors. As with Christiansen's setup, the middle states and states with the block per-

pendicular to the center of a side are difficult to achieve. We therefore also exclude them from our 3
experiments. We also choose the same set of discrete actions as Christiansen: 12 tilt azimuths spaced

every 30 degrees.

Discrete Azimuthi, 0 30 Discrete Orientations
Every 30 Degrees / I"" 1

,~Horizontal

I Inw In IneI

2700- W m [ e -090II... - - __ -...- .-- Vertical

SW s se

Robotic Manipulator onI
180 South Side of Tray

Figure 5.3. Discretization of Tray States and Actions

Our stochastic transition matrix Pa was computed using 3000 training trials entering the observed I
probabilities in the matrix. Stochastic transition matrices for each of a sequence of actions can be 3
combined by matrix multiplication to yield transition probabilities across the action sequence. For

instance, Pa4 ,a ,,a2 - PaPa7 Pa gives a transition matrix which represents the state transition asso- I
ciated with the action sequence < a4, a7, a 2 > . If the system starts out in state i before the action

sequence and it is desired to achieve state j, the Pij entry of Pa4 4 7,a2 gives the probability of that

transition. Therefore, in seeking the best set of n fewer actions to accomplish a specific transition, I
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I the algorithm Christiansen proposes [Christiansen90] is to generate all possible stochastic transition

I matrices for action sequences less than or equal to n in length and to observe the probability entry

corresponding to the desiied transition. The sequence which maximizes this probability is chosen.

I The complexity of this algorithm is O(n2mk) for a k-step plan with n world states and m actions.

The algorithm is expensive but produces k-step plans which are optimal given the state transition

data. We contrast this with a planner which employs approximations to quickly construct ungua-
I ranteed plans. The primary focus of our comparison with the permissive planning technique is on

the success rate of the resulting plans.I
5.2. The Permissive Planning Approach

I Through use of the overhead camera, the block's position and orientation in the tray can be sensed.

The permissive planning system was given one of the 12 goal configurations of the stochastic sys-

I tem. It was also given the approximate position and orientation of the block in the tray to the best

of the vision system's resolution. The only operator available to the permissive planner is the tilt

I operator. The steepness of the tilt was fixed in this case to 35 degrees. This was steep enough that

the block always slides but not so steep that it falls out of the tray. The direction of the tilt could

be any continuous value between 0 and 360 degrees. This contrasts with the stochastic approach

I which was limited to a discrete set of tilt angles in order to make the approach tractable. The use

of a domain theory in permissive planning makes such a discretization of the tilt angle unnecessary.

In every situation encountered, there was a range of possible tilt directions which would achieve the

result of moving the block into the desired one of 12 goal positions. The tilt direction was therefore

a tunable parameter on these problems.

In the grasping domain, action expectations included monitoring sensors on the manipulator during

I execution of the action. In the tray-tilting domain, expectations consist of confirming that the block

ends in a configuration within some set of acceptable configurations after each tilt. Since, one-tilt

I3
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I
plans were being performed by the permissive planner, here this amounts to identifying which of

the 12 goal configurations results (as one tilt allows no intermediate resting places for the block).

The set of expectations for achieving a certain configuration consists of six inequality constraints

which are expected to hold: two to bound the angle which the block is in, and four to bound the posi-

tion of the center of the block in the tray. Each of these inequalities is justified by some part of the

explanation supporting the plan. For instance, suppose the block was starting in the northwest hori-

zontal configuration shown in Figure 5.4 and was desired to be in the southeast vertical configura-0!
Starting: NW Horizontal t

rnl "1n I' e
I n I

I i n
2 7 0 a,,,w rn I e - * g

270-- w Im e .90 The block becomes stuck here.
. I" . An expectation is violated.

------------- L II
sw I se [] An inequality on the position

I ,I of the block is violated.

t
180 Goal: SE Vertical

Figure 5.4. An Example of Tilting to Achieve a Goal

tion. The explanation justifying the permissive plan may involve tilting the tray toward 100 degrees

so that upon collision with the east wall the block pivots and then slides into the southeast comer

while oriented with its long side to the east wall. In this way, it would end in the desired vertical

configuration. If, however, the expectation failed and the position of the block was found to be ino

the east vertical configuration as shown by the dashed outline of the block in the figure, an inequality

representing the bound between the east and southeast configurations is violated. This relates to a

part of the explanation which justifies why the block should have continued to slide into the south-3

east comer by overwhelming the frictional forces present with the bottom and side of the tray. One

possible failure hypothesis is that the actual angle the tray was tilted (an explicit approximation) I
did not have a steep enough component toward the south end of the tray. The implementation for
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tray-tilting differs in three ways from that described for grasping in Chapter 4: the physical setup

of the tray-tilting system is different, a domain theory for tray tilting has been provided, and the

expectations take the form of inequalities bounding a set of expected final positions and orientations

for the block.

5.3. A Comparative Example

Before presenting comparisons results, let us consider how stochastic and permissive planning com-

pare on an example problem. The problem illustrated in Figure 5.5 involves moving a rectangular

Best stochastic one-tilt
(0.18 probability, 150 Best stochastic three-tilt
degrees) (0.469 probability, 90,

210, and 150 degrees re-
spectively)

r ------- r ------I I I I
I I I I

I I

One-tilt Stochastic Three-tilt Stochastic

Figure 5.5. Stochastic Tilting Plans for Achieving the South Horizontal Configuration
from the Northwest Horizontal Initial State

block from a northwest horizontal configuration to a south horizontal configuration. The stochastic

transition matrix indicates the best one-tilt stochastic plan is to tilt the tray at 150 degrees to achieve

the goal. The probability of this being achieved is rated at 18%. Since, the complexity of the stochas-

tic algorithm increases significantly as the number of available actions increases, the limitation to

12-tilt direction angles is evident. The three-tilt stochastic plan indicates the sequence of tilts

<90,210,150> and has an estimated probability of success of 46.9%. Note that the three-tilt plan

establishes that approaching the south sector from the northeast sector has a higher probability of

success than a direct approach from the northwest sector. This can be due to characteristics of the
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Figure 5.6. Refinement of a One-tilt Permissive Plan for Achieving the South Horizontal
Configuration from the Northwest Horizontal Initial State

tray or the robot manipulating the tray which are beyond the approximate model employed by the

permissive planner, illustrating how the stochastic planner adapts to the environment. Figure 5.6

shows a progression of four trials for the permissive planner after which the remaining 16 trials for

this particular problem all succeed. A permissive plan is constructed making use of the approximate I
domain theory which includes approximately 250 rules and covers the basic physics of tray manipu-

lation focusing on the frictional forces involved. Many important factors including mass of the

block, friction between the tray and block, steepness of tilt of the tray, and direction of tilt of the tray

are all somewhat uncertain and only roughly approximated. Due to different ways in which the block

may slide to achieve the goal and due to the size of the goal sector, a range of tilts is available which I

8
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will achieve the goal. The initial permissive plan chooses tilts of about 148 degrees on the first two

trials both of which fail, resulting in the block in the southeast sector but in the correct orientation.

These two trials are depicted, respectively, in Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8. In these trials, the threshold

for tuning is met after the second consecutive failure. Refinement then occurs to increase the tilt

direction angle. This parameter is increased to the maximum which will still achieve the goal. This

results in a tilt of 167 degrees which is shown in Figure 5.9. This also fails and tuning proceeds to

decrease the angle to 157 degrees. This tilt action is shown in Figure 5.10. This trial results in the

first of a series of 17 successes over the 20 repetitions. Notice that the final locations of the block

as indicated do not necessarily correspond to the theoretical direction of the tilt. This is true of the

success cases as well. Since the goal has been achieved, no further effort is expended in reducing

the difference between the sensed final state and the projected final state. The empirical results pres-

ented in the next section involve many trials such as the one just illustrated.

5.4. Experimental Results

A comparison was performed between one-tilt permissive plans and one- and three-tilt optimal sto-

chastic plans. The optimal stochastic plans were generated using the technique described in Section

5.1 The stochastic transition matrices were compiled using 3000 training examples. Generation of

each optimal three-tilt stochastic plan is expensive and involves about 20,000 floating-point multi-

plications. A set of 52 problems was considered where the goal could be achieved in a single tilt

while preserving block orientation. The permissive planner was given the specification of block lo-

cation as returned by the vision system. Since the permissive planner is not limited to fixed matrix

structures such as the stochastic approach, continuous quantities can be employed.
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Figure 5.11. Two Traces of Average Success Rate for One-Step Permissive Plans I
For 52 Problems Over 20 Trials

In our first experiment, each of the 52 problems was given to the permissive planner 20 times (1040

training examples in all). Failures during those 20 repetitions resulted in tuning of the failed plans.' 4  3
Figure 5.11 shows the average success rate of the problem set for each of the 20 repetitions. The

tuning results in an increase from 37% success to 70-80% success. Significant intermediate dips m

in the success rate for particular problems are due to the policy of tuning to the extreme in the absence

of additional information. If these "overshoots" cause failures, they are compensated for in the next

refinement. The one- and three-tilt stochastic planner performance levels are superimposed on the 3
graph. The single-tilt permissive plans perform significantly better than the single-tilt stochastic

plans and result in a level of performance similar to that of the three-tilt stochastic plans. This per- i
formance is quite good considering the ability of the three-tilt stochastic plans to take advantage of

multiple tilts to reduce errors in block orientation.

I

14. Since there may be several different qualitative distinctions of block configuration within one of the discrete states
there may actually be several plans generated and tuned for the same problem.
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I In a second experiment, we obtained estimates of error on the results by averaging 20 runs of seven

representative problems solved 20 times each. The averaged results are shown in Figure 5.12. The

markers above and below the data points are the 95% accuracy error bars as determined by a T-test.
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(After 3000 Trials) 70. ............ .

Stochastic One-StereO------------------,--
Success •ie.
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I
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Figure 5.12. 20 Trials Each of One-Step Permissive Plans for 7 Problems Over 20 Trials

Permissive plans provide a method for achieving real-world goals using a domain theory to perform

projection. This approach produces generalized plans with an explicit context, makes use of an ap-

proximate theory to provide tractability, can learn a successful set of plans for a problem with only

a few training examples, and achieves a level of success similar to that of three-tilt stochastic plans.

Along with the benefits of permissive planning comes the need for a domain theory, the assumption

that failures are attributable to bad explicit approximations employed in the theory, and the need for

the theory to be flexible enough such that parameters occur giving the planner multiple ways of ac-

complishing the goal.

I
I
I
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6. RELATED WORK 3
In this chapter we discuss related work in a number of areas. First, we will discuss several ap- I
proaches to planning for real-world domains. We follow with a comparison of permissive planning I
to a number of different approaches for learning to plan in complex domains. These include explana-

tion-based techniques, stochastic and Bayesian approaches to solving real-world problems, induc- 3
tive approaches, reactivity, neural networks, and case-based approaches.

One approach to planning in complex domains has been to pursue classical planning using a tradi-

tional Al micro-world theory. The hope here has been that a micro-world theory can be created that

is "good enough" to allow the system to function in the real world. In the most straightforward ver-3

sion, the system implementor takes on the responsibility for insuring that no problems will result

from necessarily imprecise descriptions of the domain. In general, this requires the implementor I
to characterize in some detail all of the future processing that will be expected of the system. Often

he/she must anticipate all of the planning examples that the system will be asked to solve. If the

physical robot system is not up to the accuracy that the examples require, the implementor must build

a better vision system or purchase a more precise, more reproducible robot manipulator. This ap-

proach has enjoyed great popularity. While it is most often used in systems which research phenom-3

ena other than uncertainty, the implementors seldom more than tacitly acknowledge the implica-

tions. When employed by practical systems, the approach results in a never-ending quest for I
increasingly exacting (and expensive) hardware. The great irony of industrial automation, where 3
this approach is nearly universal, is that the mechanical positioning capabilities of robots must far

exceed the humans that they replace. The characteristic brittleness and inflexibility of industrial ro-

botics is a consequence of the presumption that the implementor can anticipate all future applica-

tions. I
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A second approach involves manipulating explicit representations of uncertainty [Brooks82,

Brost88, Davis86, Erdmann86, Hutchinson90, Lozano-Perez84, Zadeh65]. This approach attempts

to model uncertainties and thus preserves the classical planning ideal of a provably correct plan so

long as the uncertainty models are correct. Unfortunately, a high computational price is incurred.

A general ability to project states including objects with explicit general error bounds is necessarily

no less difficult than if the objects are known precisely. Many systems incorporate simplifications,

typically assuming that uncertainties are constant, independent of context, or otherwise constrained.

This buys some efficiency at the price of generality. But the efficiency is never greater than if the

objects had zero uncertainty.

A third approach to planning is one commonly used when handling spatial uncertainties in robotics.

In this approach, in a sense, a kind of worst-case representation is assumed for objects in the world.

The approach, which seems only to be used for problems of path planning, includes techniques such

as quantizing the space [Malkin9O, Wong85, Zhu9O] and imagining a repulsive potential field

around obstacles [Hwang88, Khatib86]. Interestingly, the approach can be more efficient than for

the zero uncertainty case. Since object boundaries are not guaranteed to be the tightest possible, they

can be selected to be both conservative and simplifying. This benefit does not come without cost.

In different guises, completeness or correctness can be sacrificed. In a sense, this is the closest of

the popular approaches to our research. In a sense we also adopt a conservative representation, al-

though the uncertainty tolerance is due to plan characteristics rather than explicit representations.

This shift supports a context-sensitive conservatism which supports reasoning about general manip-

ulation problems rather than only path planning in a static world.

In an attempt to circumvent the tractability/performance tradeoff of classical planners, many re-

searchers pursued reactivity [Agre87, Firby87, Schoppers87, Suchman87]. Instead of projccting

the effects of actions, these techniques sense the state of the world and then react by performing ac-

tions. A purely reactive system essentially uses the real world to discover the effects of actions rather
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than employing a domain theory as with the classical planner. One shortcoming of purely reactive 3
systems is that they lack precisely what classical planners offer long-term goal-directedness. They

are good at responding locally to a situation but lack the guidance to compose local actions into a

good overall plan. Some recent research has addressed ways to combine classical and reactive plan-

ning to address this shortcoming [Cohen89, Drummond90, Firby87]. Nevertheless, reactive tech-

niques place heavy demands on sensing. The time it takes to gather and process sensory data can 3
compromise execution speed. Adding to this is the problem of choosing the correct sensors to con-

sider. Any system which operates real-world devices, like mobile robots, has significant amounts i
of sensory data available: too much to completely process in real time. Reactive systems too must

use their reactive rules to focus attention on particular sensors. Achievement of the desired perform-

ance levels depends on how carefully one -crafts the reactive rules. Reactive planning holds much 3
promise but many open problems remain to be solved.

In addition to the planning approaches above, many different approaches have been pursued which

utilize machine learning for improving problem solving in complex domains. The first group of

these systems, such as classical planning systems, employ micro-world theories in conjunction with

learning techniques. One early system, STRIPS, controlled a mobile robot [Fikes72]. It was able

to learn macro-operators for operating a robot from analysis of its own problem solving. The gener- i

alization technique used for constructing the macro-operators is very similar to the EGGS technique II
used in explanation-based learning today [Mooney86].

I
The first work in demonstrating the application of explanation-based learning (EBL) [DeJong86.

Mitchell86] to problem solving in robotics was done by Segre in his ARMS system IScgrc87J. 3
ARMS observes a human operator achieving some goal through sending commands to a robot ma-

nipulator. Using its domain theory, the system is able to construct a gencral plan for achieving the !

goal. The plan is not sensitive to incidentals in the original training example as arc plans gencrated
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using other learning techniques, because only aspects of the training example which support the

goal, according to the domain theory, find their way into the final plan.

Both STRIPS and ARMS work in the inherently complex domain of robotics and yet do so with sim-

ple fixed micro-world theories. However, since the world is never ideal like the model, systems such

as these have no way of reasoning about possible disparities between the model and real world.

Learned plans are saddled with the representational shortcoming of the original theory with no re-

f'mement to overcome difficulties.

One approach was to follow those in classical planning who would construct more and more compli-

cated theories so as to reason about and overcome difficulties encountered in the real world. Tech-

niques such as explanation-based learning require explanations to be constructed from those ever

more complicated theories. To arrive at a reusable general plan, the system might be required to

tackle an intractable planning problem. The proposed solution was to send a different sort of ma-

chine learning to the rescue: learn what parts of the theory can be approximated to make the theory

tractable for planning. Examples of this work include both Keller's METALEX [Keller87] and

Zweben's [Zweben88] work in dropping preconditions to domain rules when the effectiveness of

the rules can still be maintained as determined empirically. Mostow and Fawcett in the HDF system

[Mostow87] and Ellman in his POLLYANNA system [Ellman88] characterize approximation as a

search in a space of approximate theories for an approximation meeting certain desired criteria. Oth-

ers like Chien employ assumptions which are made and retracted in order to promote tractable plan-

ning and learning [Chien90]. In permissive planning, our domain theory corresponds to one ofiprzse

approximate theories because it is based on explicit approximations. Permissive planning is not con-

cerned with changing the approximation (or set of assumptions) but with refining the plan to work

in spite of them. While the time efficiency/accuracy tradeoff is a primary motivation of many of

the systems employing approximations, we focus on the need for improving the success rate ot plans

in complex, real-world domains. Permissive plan refinement makes the plans more tolerant of in-
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adequacies in the representation. The approaches are complementary in that time efficiency, accura- 3
cy, and tolerance of representational inadequacies are all important aspects of a system's real-world

performance.' 5 1 I
In working with real-world problems, many things are known to be approximate and should be rep-

fesented as such. It makes little sense to "discover" that a block's location is really approximate,

e.g., is uncertain. Simply declaring something as approximate does not degrade a system's perform-

ance unless approximations are considered explicitly in the reasoning conducted to carry out some 3
actions. However, approximations do provide an important mechanism for guiding plan refinement

if a system is not performing to expectations. At that time, plans are refined to work in spite of the

poor approximations. 3
A different tack was taken by Minton in his PRODIGY system [Minton87]. He focuses on speed

improvements that can be gained by learning better control knowledge for the search process. A

naive planner is used to construct a plan for achieving some goal. The planner makes implicit as- I
sumptions, for example, about the independence of subgoals. After a proof structure for achieving I
the goal has been constructed (or while it is being constructed for in-trial learning), observed failures

are generalized into control rules which prevent the system from making unwise choices during such 3
a proof. The system learns methods by which a search can be made more efficient. This can be very

useful but the system cannot effectively deal with intractability unless it has the ability to make and I
assess explicit approximations. Without such a method, PRODIGY can easily be overwhelmed with

the size of search space.

3
Motivated by shortcomings of PRODIGY, Gratch has introduced a statistically sound way of eva-

luating competing efficiency transformations in his COMPOSER system [Gratch9 1, Gratch92]. We 3

15. For a model of operationality for real-world systems which integrates several important l•actors see [Bcnnctt891.
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use a similar statistical evaluation technique in our algorithm of Chapter 2 for the purpose of improv-

ing the probability of success and coverage of the permissive plan at each refinement step.

Altogether, the techniques for learning to plan efficiently discussed above help to make less tractable

problems more tractable. They allow a system to tractably employ a more sophisticated theory. Yet,

they do not attack the root problem for real-world domains, which is that any discrepancy between

the theory and the world can result in unwanted failures. A permissive planner utilizes feedback

from interaction with the world which is essential.

Another approach to learning in complex domains is the stochastic planning technique discussed

in Chapter 5. The system of Christiansen and Goldberg [Christiansen9O] needs a large number of

examples to establish probabilities. It also quickly becomes intractable as the number of discrete

world states that must be distinguished grows. The lack of a theory also limits performance as com-

pared with the permissive planner as was seen in the experimental trials of Chapter 5.

Dean has a system based on Bayesian decision theory which utilizes a specialization of a Bayesian

network,16 called a temporal belief network, for controlling a mobile robot on a journey through a

series of rooms [Dean9O]. The topology for the network is designed in advance for the task. As with

the stochastic approach, states are discretized to make the solution tractable. This limits the resolu-

tion at which the system can sense and act in the world. The permissive planning approach can

employ continuous quantities tractably and does not suffer this drawback. The Bayesian network

approach, like the stochastic approach, also requires gathering enough examples to calculate initial

probabilities for the network. With permissive planning, because a theory is employed, only a single

example is needed at each stage of refinement. It should be pointed out that, although elements of

the algorithm may be expensive, decision theory, in general, has the advantage of allowing predic-

tion of the complexity of various operations and may facilitate decisions to avoid operations deemed

16. For an excellent discussion of Bayesian networks see [Pearl881.
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"too expensive." However, here, it can only help in deciding among alternatives within the Bayesian 3
network framework adopted by the approach. In permissive planning, our primary goal is the de-

sired balance between probability of success for a plan and coverage. Had we additional goals as I
to the desired efficiency of refinement along with some knowledge about the likelihood of a positive 5
payoff for some particular refinement, decision theoretical techniques might be applied to guide re-

finement choices. 3
Another common approach for complex domains has been to pursue purely inductive learning tech- I
niques where one utilizes a multitude of examples to substitute for an initial domain theory. Mason,

Christiansen, and Mitchell, whose tray-tilting work was discussed in Chapter 5, performed experi-

ments with inductive learning and tray tilting in 1989 [Mason89]. Their inductive agent used a ver-3

sion-space approach to learn the bounds on tilt angle ranges which led to goal achievement. They

observed that performance improvement occurred after about 20 trials and leveled off around one- 3
hundred trials. The agent converged to about 50% success. Among their conclusions was that addi- II
tional analytical knowledge should be investigated as the inductive approach represented only a very

weak theory of tray-tilting. Consequently, the learning rate was slow and the final achieved success 3
rate was disappointing (compared to their human-devised theory with 95% success). Permissive

planning presents a positive alternative to this approach requiring few training examples, using com-

monly available analytical knowledge about the domain, and achieving far better than a 50% success

rate.

Yet another approach has been to pursue neural network learning for complex domains. Mel's

MURPHY system exemplifies such approaches and is a first step in learning using neural networks

to aid in a robot manipulation task [Me188]. MURPHY uses knowledge about a robot arm's current

joint configurations in conjunction with visual data about the joint configurations to learn connec-

tions between the two. This can be accomplished without an intelligent teacher by having the robot
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step through a representative sample of the 1 billion possible joint configurations. MURPHY can

use its learned connections to "envision" sequences of actions for planning.

MURPHY is quite appealing as a method for learning sensory-motor interaction in a robot arm be-

cause of its simplicity. It requires little domain knowledge but faces the common disadvantages of

such neural network techniques: it requires a myriad of examples, needs an environment to "train"

with where failures have negligible cost, and with little domain knowledge can be sensitive to inci-

I dental associations made from observations. Furthermore, permissive planning produces general

declarative plans with a clear interpretation. In MURPHY, the result is a network that exhibits a par-

ticular behavior but is difficult to analyze.

Another approach for planning in complex domains is to use a case-based approach. Hammond's

CHEF system [Hammond86] illustrates how a case-based planner learns from previous failures.

When the system encounters a situation in which the plan it developed fails, it indexes the failure

under a generalized set of features which indicate why the failure occurred as well as a set of features

I which help to predict the failure. During future planning, the system uses the failure predictive fea-

tures to focus on avoiding similar failures during the construction of the new plan.I
Central to the CHEF system is the notion of a powerful case-based planner that can select relevant

I failures and incorporate fixes for them into the current plan. Furthermore, the possible plan fixes

have to be selected from a fixed set already coded into the system. Permissive planning, although

restricted by the domain theory provided, develops tuning hypotheses from parameters found by the

system in the theory. Early case-based systems such as CHEF operated in micro-world domains and

did not face the difficulties inherent in complex real-world domains. However, second-generation

case-based systems were applied to complex real-world problems. These include systems such as

FIRST [Daube891, which worked in the domain of structural beam design, ROENTGEN

[Berger9l ], which designs radiation therapy procedures, and Pandya's case-based motion planner
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I
[Pandya92]. All of these systems work with real numeric constraints and data. ROENTGEN, for 3
instance, which addresses uncertainty, seems to use numeric uncertainty bounds not unlike the un-

certainty modelling approaches. All of the approaches share a common general approach of retriev- I
ing similar plans, modifying those plans, and continuing to modify them when failures are observed. I
Nevertheless, the real-world systems use different techniques for retrieval and repair often based on

particular characteristics of the domain. In contrast, permissive planning is a domain-independent 3
planning technique for complex, real-world domains. Recently, there has been an increasing empha-

sis on cross-domain case-based techniques. Case-based reasoning continues to be the topic of much I
current research.

I
U
I

I
I
I
U

I
I
I
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1 7. CONCLUSIONS

7.1. Contributions and Requirements of Permissive PlanningI
In this thesis we presented the new technique of permissive planning which, although not universally

I applicable, offers a powerful new approach to planning in many complex, real-world domains. A

number of requirements must be met in order for permissive planning to be employed. Permissive

planning employs an explicitly stated theory of the domain. This is the same requirement which

must be met by classical planning systems. However, domains do exist which are less well-under-

stood where rules of behavior are difficult to construct. Such domains lend themselves to inductive

rather than deliberative approaches such as permissive planning.

It also must be recognized that, although the domain theory gives much useful planning information,

it necessarily colors the resulting permissive plans. The way knowledge is represented in the domain

theory, for instance, affects the parameters which are available to the permissive planner in refine-

ment. In the latter grasping example of Chapter 4, one parameter was the clearance of the gripper

in surrounding the object. The permissive planner would not have been able to recognize "clear-

ance" as a parameter if it were not for the explicit representation of "clearance" in the theory. The

explicit representation of "clearance" establishes the importance of the quantity representing the dif-

ference between the chosen gripper opening width and the width of the object.

The theory may also impede permissive planning if it is too conservative and seeks a nearly guaran-

teed solution. Such a theory is likely to be computationally expensive to employ. Furthermore, it

may often be unable to produce a plan for a given situation. This gives the permissive planner little

opportunity to execute and refine plans. It should be recognized, however, that there is a place for

conservative, guaranteed planners when failures cannot be tolerated. In critical domains, such as

the control of a nuclear plant, the extra computational effort may be well worth the cost of a failure.
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Permissive plan refinement requires that explicit approximations be employed in the plan's support- 3
ing explanation structure. Each failure hypothesis is ded to a hypothesized failing explicit approxi-

mation. It is required that explicitly approximate quantities will be more likely to have small rather I
than large deviations from the unknowable true value for the quantity.

Permissive planning uses a refinement process triggered by failures. Specifically, our implementa- 3
tion employs monitored actions to detect failures during plan execution and to associate them with

the support proof for the failed expectations. A permissive planner is more likely to arrive at 3
successful plans quickly in domains where more specific failure information is available. Failure

information helps in determining the plausibility of different failure hypotheses.

A number of benefits are offered by the permissive planning approach which make it worthwhile

to consider for many real-world planning problems. As we have discussed above, it is necessary 3
to provide a domain theory for permissive planning. However, with permissive planning, the do-

main theory is able to provide a large amount of power without making the same sacrifices as do I
classical approaches. Inductive learning approaches plateau at a limited success level in complex

domains without the incorporation of that knowledge. Classical planning techniques relying on pro-

jection using a theory of the domain lack robustness in real-world domains, when discrepancies be- 3
tween the theory and the world become important. Permissive planning seeks to employ theory

without a commensurate reduction in real-world robustness. I

Permissive planning operates very much in an "on-demand" manner. Explicit approximations are 3
not considered while planning only during refinement, thus making permissive planning more effi-3

cient at planning time than approaches which model and propagate uncertainties. It is also not neces-

sary to commit to a specific uncertainty model or error bounds in advance as with the other ap-3

proaches.

I
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Only observed failures are addressed by a permissive planner. Resulting permissive plans are keyed

through experience and refinement to the distribution of problems presented to the system. A sav-

ings in time efficiency is gained over planners which universally seek to reduce failures independent

of the problem distribution. Furthermore, a successful permissive plan may be found to cover a giv-

en problem distribution which might not have been considered by a planner seeking to reduce fail-

ures in general.

In many real-world domains it can become quite expensive to perform sensing of the world and to

process that information. Permissive planning offers a means for reducing the sensing requirements

through increased use of projection using the domain theory with the permissive plan refinement

process to remedy discrepancies with the world.

Unlike systems that re-plan everything each time they are asked to achieve a goal, the permissive

planner learns general plans for a class of situations. The plans carry preconditions that describe

in what situations they apply. Such general plans embody the refinements of earlier learning trials

bringing them to new but similar situations.

The permissive planning algorithm offers a rigorous statistical basis for evaluating refined plans.

A target success rate and coverage can be def'med which the planner seeks to satisfy. The ability

to specify such a target criteria is ideal for complex domains where uncertainty plays a role.

We have presented a basic theory of permissive planning but have gone further to illustrate how a

practical approximation to that theory has been implemented. The results in the robotic grasping

and tray-tilting domains have given a strong demonstration of the viability of the approach. Yct,

many promising future research directions remain.
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7.2. Future Work 3

Let us discuss some future directions for this work. Permissive planning as presented in this thesis I
finds a single region in the space SOp where the plan will achieve some desired probability of success

and coverage. It may well be that for a given distribution of problems, a disjunctive description may

yield a better result. Our current framework could use multiple permissive plans to yield a better 3
result, each plan corresponding to one of the disjuncts. However, how can "appropriate" disjuncts

be discovered? We believe that inductive learning techniques could be applied to yield the disjuncts n

using failures of the original plan as examples. For instance, in the tray-tilting domain rough spots

in the tray cause difficulties in achieving part orientation goals. Imagine that a rough spot exists on

the tray bottom such that it affects the slide of a block along one of the tray diagonals but not the 5
opposite diagonal. A domain theory exploiting tray symmetry for planning would treat the two diag-

onals as equivalent. In one random problem distribution it may be that the two diagonals are used n

equally often but that one fails consistently. The permissive planner would try to refine the plan by

tuning plan parameters. However, even the refined plan makes no distinction between the two diag-

onal slides employed. If the desired probability of success and coverage is not achieved, it makes 5
sense to consider the failures of the plan using induction. If a distinction can be found which sepa-

rates the failed uses of the plan from the successes, the distinction can be employed to create two

separate plans. In this case, each of the two new plans would correspond to a single diagonal. In

part, the permissive planner's failure to achieve the success criteria with the single plan might be

due to suggested tuning hypotheses for each of the diagonals opposing each other. The compromise 3
reached in refinement of the single plan yields an unsatisfactory success rate. With two plans, the

failing one can now be refined independently. I

In our permissive planner, approximations are explicitly labelled in the domain theory by the user. I
However, a domain-independent theory about error could be used to assist in identifying explicit 3
approximations. Furthermore, the work on "when to approximate" might be brought to bear in the

1
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permissive planner by deciding when a truly approximate quantity should be labelled as such or not.

This would not affect the speed of the planner as explicit approximations are not considered during

planning. However, efficiency gains in the speed of the refinement process could be achieved. For

instance, if it were found that a particular parameter was frequently being entertained in the refine-

ment process but was never selected for refinement, one could make refinement more efficient at

the cost of eliminating some possible permissive plans by removing that particular explicit approxi-

mate label.

A permissive planner never guarantees that a permissive plan can be found, only that it seeks the

desired success rate and coverage and will return a plan which satisfies them if possible. Permissive

planning subscribes to the idea that the plan is refined to work in spite of discrepancies. Complemen-

tary to that goal is the need to remedy discrepancies when the permissive planner is unable to pro-

duce working plans. One interesting area for future work involves how to make an approximation

of the world to facilitate efficient planning. A tradeoff naturally exists between accuracy of the mod-

el and time efficiency of planning using the model. A permissive planner should be able to trigger

refinement of the model when it has exhausted other alternatives. Through a knowledge of the plans

which use the model, the permissive planner's refinement process should be better able to refine the

model than knowledge-poor model refinement techniques.

Permissive planning combined with other planning techniques for real-world domains could eventu-

ally be embedded into complex systems enabling automatic adaptation to the environment. Imagine

a robotic manipulator and vision system that once unboxed and set up begins to improve at the ma-

nipulation task assigned it taking advantage of the distribution of tasks it encounters. Working in

a environment with little contrast between the pieces and the background it fails to identify objects

in the workspace but compensates by adjusting the threshold parameter in its vision system, not by

demanding better lighting. It fails to move the end effector to the correct coordinate in the vision

system as predicted by its model. It hypothesizes a belt slipping and slows down the speed of move-

I07
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ment for this joint configuration eliminating that particular failure. Later, it commands a joint to 3
move, but it does not move as verified by the camera. The leading tuning hypothesis suggests choos-

ing another member of a discrete set of comparable formats for the move command. The alternative I
move command consistently works and is now preferred. A useful working real-world system such

as this is a long term goal of this work. It will no doubt require a collection of learning and planning

techniques of which permissive planning is an important component. 3

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

I
U
I
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APPENDIX. DETAILS OF THE PERMPLAN ALGORITHM

Below are more detailed listings of the procedures employed in the permissive planning algorithm

presented in Chapter 2.

Execute(GP) Function:

[ This function executes general plan GP on some V E Projected Region _ S.p to achieve its

goal, returning a 2-tuple of < success, V > on success and <failure, V> on failure.)

Sign WithDeltal (Util(i), 6, ETR) Function:

n +- 0 {iteration variable) (1)
repeat (2)

n +-- n+1 {increment example number) (3)
EX - Execute(GP) {execute GP on problem from projected region) (4)
X, PSC(EXETR) {return psc rating) (5)
<done, Ut-il> +- Nddas(Util(i), n, 6, 1) {check stopping criterion) (6)

until done (7)
return Util, (8)

SignWiihDelta2(Util(i), 6, CurrentETR, R) Function.

n +-0 {iteration variable) (9)
repeat (10)

n (- n+1 {increment example number) (11)
EX • Execute(GP) {execute GP on problem from projected region) (12)
X'. +- PSC(EX,CurrentETR) {return psc rating of CurrentETR) (13)
Xn PSC(EXR) {return psc rating of R) (14)
<done, Uthi, > - Midas ( Util(i), n, 6, 1) {check stopping criterion) (15)

until done (16)
return Util, (17)
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PosWithDeltal(Util(i), 6 , ETRs) Function: 3
n {- 0 {initialize example number) (1)
GoodETRs = 0 {initialize ETRs with positive utility) (2)
BadETRs = 0 {initialize ETRs with negative utility) (3)
repeat (4)

n (- n+l {increment example number) (5)
EX • Execute(GP) {execute GP on problem from projected region) (6)
j ( 0 {initialize transformation counter) (7)
foreach ETR in ETRs (8)

j 0-j+ 1 (9)
if ETR 0 (GoodETRs U BadETRs) then (10)
begin (11)

X -X PSC(EX,ETR) {give PSC rating for NewETR) (12)
<done, Util, > + NMdas (Util(i), n, 6, IETRsI) (check stopping criterion) (13)
if done then (14)

if UMI) > 0 then (15)
GoodETRs - GoodETRs U. IETR) (16)

else (17)
BadETRs - BadETRs U {ETR) (18)

end (19)
endforeach (20)

until ((ETRs-GoodETRs-BadETRs) = 0) (21)
return GoodETRs (22)

1
I
I
I

I
I
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Pos Wit hDelWa(Util(i), 6 , NewET7?s, CurrentETR) Function:

n <--0 finitialize example number) (1)
GoodETRs f initialize ETRs with positive utility) (2)
BadETRs = finitialize EIhs with negative utility) (3)
repeat (4)

n ý- n+1 {increment example number) (5)
EX <-- Execute(GP) {Lxecute GP on pro blem from projected reg ion) (6)

j{- initialize transformation counter) (7)
foreach NewETR in NewETRs (8)

j *-j+ 1  (9)
if NewETR 0- (GoodET7?s U BadETRs) then (10)
begn (11)

Xn - PSC(EXNewETR,ww,w) {g ive PSC rating for NewETR) (12)
X, - PSC(EXCurrentETR,w w,w) {give PSC rating for CurrentETR) (13)

<done, Util, > <-- N&idas ( Util(i), n, 6, INewETRsi) {check stopping criterion) (14)
if done then (15)

if util, a 0 then (16)
GoodETRs = GoodETRs U fETR) (17)

else (18)
BadETRs - BadETRs U [E7h) (19)

end (20)
endforeach (21)

until ((NewETRs-GoodETRs--BadETRs) =0) (22)
return GoodET7?s (23)

Nd~das ( Util(i), n, 6, fld) Function: 17

SUtil(i)

Util, *.-i-I {compute average)
n

_,, 4- (Util(i) _ Util,)2  {compute variance)
n -

Let 4D(a) - -where (D(x) - e 2d

"if a2 and (n a 3) then

return <true, Util, >
else

return <false, U~til>

17. T~his stopping criterion is a spec ial case of the proportional accuracy criterion describhed in INadasO9 1.



PSC(<outcome, V >,ETR) Function: 3
if (ý E ETR) or (outcome=failure) 3

C - I {GP covered example EX]
else

C 4-0 {GP did not cover example EX) 3
if (V E ETR) and (outcome=success)

S <- 1 {GP succeededl I
else

S (- 0 {GP failed or did not apply]
return (wCc + w3s) 3

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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